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The Nipper Creek site (38RD18) is a stratified,
multicomponent site exhibiting prehistoric and historic
components ranging from Paleoindian to the nineteenth century.
It is located in Richland County, within .8 km of the Broad River
and approximately 19 km north of Columbia, South Carolina. Three
weeks of field work were conducted at the site in August and
September 1985 to determine its eligibility for nomination to the
National Register of Historic Places. To provide a context for
the investigations contained in this report, previous
archaeological work at the site is reviewed and the research
goals and strategies of the present work are identified.
Each archaeological site has its distinctive history of
discovery and investigation. As is often the case, the Nipper
Creek site was brought to the attention of the archaeological
community by bulldozer activity. This extensive Archaic site was
uncovered in 1970, when sandy topsoil was removed from
approximately 30 hectares of the site for use in the construction
of the Lin Rick Golf Course on Camp Ground Road north of
Columbia. The fine, sandy soil was pushed into windrows (Figure
1, p. 3), disclosing quantities of Indian artifacts. Collectors
learned of the site, and have subsequently removed hundreds of
Archaic artifacts in the past 15 years.
Previous Archaeological Work
The South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology
(SCIAA) learned of the site while topsoil removal was in
progress. In January 1971, Institute staff members E. Thomas
Hemmings and Richard Polhemus made a surface collection and
salvaged materials from a historic midden near an old house
foundation uncovered by the bulldozers. One concentration of
prehistoric sherds, two historic features, and two probable post
molds were noted in the two adjoining trenches excavated
(Appendix A).
The ceramics were dated by Stanley South's mean ceramic date
formula, which yielded a mean occupational date of 1801.3. The
occupational period of the site was calculated by the bracketing
method as extending from 1780 to 1830 (South 1977:225, 260).
Except for a small collection at SCIAA and this information
(Appendix A), no trace of this eighteenth century homestead
remains. During the 1985 fieldwork, careful examination of the
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ground surface in the vicinity of the 1971 salvage work produced
only four bottle glass fragments and two ceramic sherds.
In 1979, Tommy Charles of the SCIAA staff made a series of
seven auger tests and collected both historic and prehistoric
artifacts from the stripped area. Some Late Archaic and Woodland
materials were present in the surface collections, but the Early
and Middle Archaic occupations were most heavily represented at
the site. These preliminary auger tests (Appendix A) indicated
the presence of cultural remains to depths of over a meter in
some places, strongly suggesting the presence of stratified Early
and Middle Archaic occupational levels.
Several factors have contributed to continued interest in
the Nipper Creek site. One factor is the unusual quantity of
Archaic artifacts which was collected during and after topsoil
removal from part of the site in 1970» Well over 1,000
identifiable Archaic stone tools are found in the major private
collections known from this site. The density and variety of
tools, particularly the numerous unifacial forms diagnostic of
Paleoindian and Early Archaic periods, and the presence of exotic
raw materials, all suggest that 38RD18 served as a recurrent
habitation site.
Within the dune-like stripped area, clusters of stone flakes
and debitage are visible, as well as concentrations of fire-
cracked rock which appear to be deflated hearths. These clusters
or concentrations of artifacts strongly suggest the presence of
subsurface features. Archaic period projectile points continue
to be found in this area and the base of a fluted point was also
recovered here.
Another important factor involves the unusual soil
conditions of the site. The deep, sandy soil at Nipper Creek is
not at all typical of the Piedmont. Most prehistoric Piedmont
sites are surface scatters (Canouts and Goodyear 1985) or else
have very shallow topsoil deposits (House and Wogaman 1978).
These conditions are due to intensive cultivation and consequent
erosion beginning in the late eighteenth century and continuing
to the present (Trimble 1974).
Instead, the Nipper Creek site shares a number of
characteristics with Coastal Plain, fall-line river valley sites
such as Manning (38LX50), Taylor (38LX1) and Thorn's Creek
(38LX2). Similarities include a riverine association,
stratification, multiple components, and high artifact density
(Anderson et al. 1974; Goodyear 1975; Michie 1970, 1971; Trinkley
1974). Few archaeological studies in South Carolina have focused
on Archaic utilization of the fall-line, which may vary in
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Figure 2. View of the Nipper Creek site in 1985, look
ing northeast.
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Figure 3. Aerial photograph of the Nipper Creek site
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Current Investigations
An archaeological survey of the Nipper Creek site was
conducted to evaluate its eligibility for the National Register
of Historic Places. This work was funded by a U.S. Department of
Interior Survey and Planning Grant, with matching funds supplied
by the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology
and administered by the South Carolina Department of Archives and
History. The methods and goals of this project both were
specified in Section B-4 of the funding agreement; "This will
include auger testing for site boundaries and excavation of test
squares to determine stratigraphy and occupational sequence."
Provision was also made for a geological consultant to
investigate the geological nature and formation processes of the
site.
Fieldwork was conducted for three weeks from August 19, 1985
through September 6, 1985, with several additional half-days to
complete soil studies and backfilling. Ground cover in the sand-
stripped area consisted of several years of successional growth,
including broomstraw, pines, and scrub oaks (Figure 2).
Fifty-one bucket auger tests were used to determine the
horizontal and vertical boundaries of the site and as a basis for
placing excavation test units. The 200 x 700 m area covered by
auger testing included the stripped portion of the site, two old
fields, and a wooded area between the stripped area and the creek
(Figure 3, p. 4). Auger test locations were recorded on the site
map by using transit and stadia rod.
Results from these auger tests were used to determine the
locations of excavation units. Two 2 x 2 m units. Squares A and
B, were placed in the wooded area, and are discussed in this
report as a single 2 x 4 m unit. A third excavation unit. Square
C, was located in the Northern Old Field (Figure 3) to test the
Woodland and historic period components which auger tests
indicated in this portion of the site.
Because several private collections were known to contain
artifacts from 38RD18, an effort was made to document this
material as well. The largest collection, numbering 1,528 items,
was donated by Frank Green to the Fort Jackson Museum, where it
is currently in storage. Three other collections of Nipper Creek
site artifacts belonging to Tommy Charles, Jackie Gravely, and
Forest Swail represent additional data from this site. Only the
collection of Tommy Charles was available for study at this time,
and is summarized in Appendix B.
Artifactual and geological evidence indicates that 38RD18
was occupied fairly continuously from Dalton (8,500 B.C.) through
Late Archaic (1,500 B.C.) times. These prehistoric horizons lie
well below disturbance from plowing. The Nipper Creek site
possesses clear, well-preserved stratigraphy, unusual site
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formation processes, and the presence of prehistoric charcoal
with a potential for absolute dating. These factors make 38RD18
an excellent laboratory for studying cultural change among
Archaic hunter-gatherer societies and investigating paleo-
environmental conditions.
Organization of Report
Chapter II deals with the environmental setting of the site
within a broader regional context. The initial section describes
the modern physical environment, with attention to physiography,
geology, climate, vegetation, and fauna. This is followed by a
discussion of the paleoenvironment as it is presently understood.
Climatic changes which took place between the end of the
Pleistocene period and modern Holocene times are considered in
terms of their relation to subsistence and other cultural
strategies. The cultural environment section summarizes the
Paleoindian, Archaic, Woodland, Mississippian, and Historic
periods as represented regionally.
Chapter III, Field and Laboratory Methods, covers field
methods used in augering, test excavations, and geological tests.
Laboratory procedures include the SCIAA cataloging system, the
typology of artifact categories, and the definitions used for
lithic raw materials. Flotation procedures are also discussed.
In Chapter IV, Results of Investigations, the findings of
auger testing, test excavations, and geological studies are
presented and discussed.
The final chapter concludes by tracing the occupational
history of 38RD18. The site's position within a regional context
and the significance of Nipper Creek for further prehistoric




Knowledge of the physical environment is basic to an
understanding of the settlement and subsistence patterns of past
societies. The first section of this chapter discusses the
modern environment, beginning with those aspects which have
remained fairly constant over time; topography, geology and
soils. Other factors (climate, vegetation, various land
modifications) have changed from Paleoindian and Archaic periods
to the present, and the next section discusses the
paleoenvironment.
The final section deals with the cultural environment, and
identifies the periods and phases of cultural development and
change recognized for this portion of the Southeast.
The Modern Physical Environment
Physiography of the Piedmont and Fall-line
The Southern Piedmont (Figure 4) is a belt about 160 km wide
lying east of the Appalachian Mountains. This old erosional
plain or plateau is well drained, and the entire region is
thoroughly dissected by continual stream action (Fenneman
1938:130). The characteristic Piedmont landscape consists of
rolling hills, with elevations ranging from approximately 450 m
above sea level near the mountains to roughly 100 m at the fall
line. Most flat, usable land surface is found on ridgetops,
since the valleys cut by drainages and subsequent bottomlands
tend to be narrow (Fenneman 1938:132).
The major South Carolina rivers originate in the Blue Ridge
Mountains, and flow from northwest to southeast across the
Piedmont and Coastal Plain. They are fairly evenly spaced, and
many of these major rivers are roughly parallel to each other for
long distances. The Broad River drains a total area of about
12,900 km^ of which 9,200 km^ are in South Carolina. Major
tributaries are the Enoree, Tyger, Pacolet, Green, and Little
rivers (Swain 1885:105). At Columbia, the Broad River joins the
Saluda River to form the Congaree River, which joins the Wateree
River above Lake Marion. Between Lake Marion and the coast, it



































Figure 4. Physiographic zones and selected archaeo
logical sites.
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Nipper Creek originates in the northwestern portion of
Richland County and has a drainage area of 18 km^. This creek
flows in a general southwesterly direction to its confluence with
the Broad River, approximately 19 km north of Columbia, South
Carolina. Using Strahler's (1952) stream ranking system, Nipper
Creek is calculated to be a rank 2 stream, starting with the
streams shown as solid blue lines on the 7.5 minute Irmo N.E.,
S.C. U.S.G.S. map. The land east of Nipper Creek consists of
high hills and ridges with steep side slopes. Elevations range
from approximately 110 m above sea level on the hilltops to 58 m
near Nipper Creek. The site is located west of Nipper Creek,
where the land is moderately sloping to flat, with elevations
ranging from 74-52 m above sea level (Post et al. 1984:2).
The Coastal Plain extends inland 80-161 km from the coast,
and consists of low-lying, unconsolidated sediments. The Coastal
Plain meets the Piedmont at the fall-line, which marks the
farthest .advance of the sea during the Cretaceous Period. Here
the rivers change in character from narrow, rapid streams flowing
over rocks to slow, meandering bodies. The fall-line is
frequently marked in the rivers by the presence of shoals. They
would have been important in prehistoric times for river
crossings and for shallow-water fishing.
The fall-line represents a separate physiographic ecotone,
situated to provide access to the plant and animal resources of
two diverse ecological zones, the Coastal Plain and the Piedmont.
Two fall-line towns, Cofitachequi, assumed to be on the Wateree
River near Camden, South Carolina (Hudson et- al. 1984:72) and
Occaneechi Town on the Roanoke River (Swanton 1952:65) were
important trading centers in early historic times. It is likely
that fall-line settlements played a similar important role in
prehistoric travel, trade, and communication networks.
Geology and Soils
In the South Carolina Piedmont, sedimentary and metamorphic
rocks are found in a series of northeast trending belts. These
belts, from southeast to northeast, are the Carolina slate belt,
Charlotte belt. Kings Mountain belt. Inner Piedmont belt, Brevard
belt, and Blue Ridge belt. Underlain by crystalline rocks, these
belts are considered to represent major overthrust fault blocks
(Overstreet and Bell 1965: Plate 1).
In general, the metamorphic rocks of the Piedmont area are
of an increasingly higher grade as one proceeds to the north and
west. Argillites from fine-grained sediments and volcanic ash
are concentrated in the Carolina slate belt, while rock of a very
high metamorphic grade is found farther west in the Inner
Piedmont belt (Overstreet and Bell 1965:9-13). Intrusive igneous
rocks are present throughout the Piedmont, in veins ranging from
several centimeters to a meter in thickness. Since quartz is
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more resistant to weathering than any surrounding rock, abundant
quantities of quartz chunks are found in many areas (Overstreet
and Bell 1965).
Upper Richland County, where Nipper Creek is situated, lies
within the Carolina slate belt of the Piedmont Province. Rocks
of the Carolina slate belt consist primarily of volcanic and
sedimentary rocks which have been strongly deformed and
recrystallized by metamorphic processes. Igneous intrusive rocks
in the form of plutons and dikes are also commonly found in the
Carolina slate belt. Typical metamorphic rocks of the Carolina
slate belt in this area consist of phyllites, slates, schists and
gneisses. Igneous intrusive rocks are typically granites
(Colquhoun 1985).
The Nipper Creek site occurs in porous sands above a large
granite pluton which has invaded the slate belt country rock.
The contact between the slate belt rocks and the granite lies
approximately 1.61 km east and north of the site. The source of
colluvial quartz sand covering the site is the weathered granite
saprolite from this intrusive pluton (See Colquhoun, Appendix B).
The soil type at the Nipper Creek site is identified as
Lakeland sandy soil (Lawrence 1978: sheets 13 and 20). This
deep, excessively drained, gently sloping, sandy soil, with a two
to six percent slope is generally found on the smooth, convex
ridgetops in the Sand Hills. This soil type typically consists
of dark gray sand about 7.5 cm deep. The underlying material to
a depth of 272 cm is composed of 66 cm of yellowish brown sand;
81 cm of brownish yellow sand; and 117 cm of very pale brown
sand. Lakeland soil is very strongly to medium acid, with a very
low content of organic matter. Permeability is rapid, and
available water capacity is low. Runoff is slow (Lawrence
1978:17-18).
Climate
The climate in the central portion of South Carolina is
temperate, with mild winters and warm to hot summers. Richland
County is hot and hxamid in the summer, with an average daily
temperature of 25° C. Winters are moderately cold but short,
with an average temperature of 9' C. The growing season length
for nine years of ten recorded was 182 days with temperatures
above freezing (Lawrence 1978:1-2, 73).
Total annual precipitation is 117.1 cm, of which 57% usually
falls from April through September. Snowfall is rare, and the
possibility of sunshine is 65% in summer and 60% in winter. The
prevailing wind is from the southwest, with average windspeed
(14.5 km per hour) highest in April (Lawrence 1978:2).
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Vegetation
The entire South Carolina Piedmont is assigned to the oak-
pine region, and is situated in a transitional position between
the oak-hickory forests of higher elevations and the Southern
evergreen forest of the Atlantic Coastal Plain (Braun 1950;
Kiichler 1964). Oaks and hickories are believed to have been
dominant tree types prior to the massive land clearings and
environmental disruptions of the historic period, although
virtually nothing is known concerning the late Quaternary and
Holocene vegetation of the Piedmont (Sheehan et al. 1985:4).
Great variability in contemporary Piedmont forests is due to
nearly continuous land clearing, heavy agricultural use and
abandonment, and the planting of pines for the lumber industry.
Nearly all of the region has been cleared at one time or another
(House and Ballenger 1976; Goodyear et al. 1979:16).
The temperate environment of the Southeastern United States
is characterized by abundant and diverse plant life. Many of the
plant resources present and used in this area are known from the
early historic accounts of Bartram (Van Doren 1928) and Lawson
(Lefler 1967). Further information is provided by the work of
ethnologists (Swanton 1946; Vogel 1970) and ethnoarchaeologists
(Canouts 1971; Ford 1985; Yarnell and Black 1985). Smith (1986:
Table 1-1) identifies 21 potential food plants represented in
Early Archaic contexts from nine Southeastern sites. Acorns and
hickory nuts were present at all nine sites, and black walnuts,
chenopodium, pokeweed, siomac, and grape seeds were present at
three or more sites.
In August 1985, John Nelson of the South Carolina Wildlife
Department visited the Nipper Creek site and compiled a partial
list of vegetation. Among the trees and shrubs observed were
short-leaf and loblolly pines, hickory, persimmon, hawthorn,
honey locust, pawpaw, dogwood, and sassafras.
Fauna
There are several ways to evaluate the present and past
animal resources of the area. Shelford (1963:5960) identifies
the dominant animals living in the oak-hickory zone of the
Southern temperate deciduous forest biome as white-tailed deer,
turkey, squirrel, gray fox, raccoon, opossum, skunk, black bear,
bobcat, and wolf.
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Early historical accounts of explorers and travelers remark
on both the diversity and quantity of wild life. In 1701, Lawson
listed "the beasts of Carolina" as buffalo, elk, deer, bear,
panther, wild cat, wolf, otter, beaver, muskrat, possum, raccoon,
mink, rabbit, fox, and squirrel (Lefler 1967:120). Similar
sources (Mills 1826; Penney 1950) confirm the presence of these
mammals in more recent historic times.
The actual utilization of specific species in prehistoric
times can be inferred from ethnohistorical sources (Van Doren
1928; Lefler 1967; Swanton 1946) and substantiated from the
archaeological record. Canouts (1971) provides information on
Southeastern mammals, birds, reptiles, fish, and invertebrates,
together with references to Mississippian period sites where
species remains have been identified. Smith (1986; Table 1-2)
sxommarizes the remains of potential faunal food sources from 12
Southeastern sites with Early Archaic components. White-tailed
deer were found at all twelve sites, and remains of turtle,
turkey, rabbit, squirrel, raccoon, coyote or dog, and
unidentified large and small mammals, birds, and rodents were
present at six or more sites.
Historically, the most important bird in the Southeastern
Indian diet was the wild turkey, followed by the now-extinct
passenger pigeon (Canouts 1971:107). Other migratory birds
available seasonally included varieties of mallard, teal, and
wild goose.
The remains of sturgeon, gar, common shad, white sucker,
catfish, houndfish, freshwater drumfish and triggerfish have been
recovered at several Southeastern Mississippian period sites
(Canouts 1971:113-117). Freshwater resources other than
anadromous fish included turtles, tortoises, crabs, crayfish,
oysters, mussels, and clams (Canouts 1971). Fresh-water clams
and mussels were heavily utilized by many Late Archaic societies
(Claflin 1931; Miller 1949; Stoltman 1974).
The Early Holocene Paleoenvironment
It is known primarily from palynological studies conducted
throughout the Southeast that substantial climatic and
vegetational changes occurred over this area during the late
Pleistocene and early Holocene. To date, nearly all of these
studies have taken place in states other than South Carolina.
The one important exception to this situation is the study of
White Pond located in the center of South Carolina (Watts 1980).
Importantly, for purposes of understanding the ancient climate
and vegetation of Nipper Creek, the pollen site of White Pond is
located only 40 km east of 38RD18.
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Traditionally, the Pleistocene has been considered to last
until 8,000 B.C. or 10,000 B.P. (Whitehead 1965; Griffin 1967).
Palynological data gathered from throughout the Southeast in the
past two decades, however, have substantially modified views as
to the beginning of the Holocene period. In the Southern
Appalachians by as early as 14,500 B.C., evidence of climatic
amelioration is apparent as temperate deciduous tree species
began expanding from refugial areas and replacing boreal types
(Delcourt and Delcourt 1985:19).
By 10,500 B.C., the transition from the Pleistocene to the
Holocene was quite distinct at mid latitudes (33'-37'), where a
second major floral response occurred. This resulted in a
complete changeover where temperate deciduous plant communities
came to dominate the former boreal types (Delcourt and Delcourt
1985:19). These cool, mesic temperate species, such as beech,
hickory, hornbeam, oak, elm and ash came to represent what Watts
(1980; Watts and Stuiver 1980) and others (Delcourt and Delcourt
1979:98) have variously called a mesic, cool, temperate, broad-
leaved forest. This forest existed from about 10,500-6,500 B.C.
and exhibited a clear southern boundary following the 33' N
latitude (Delcourt, Delcourt, and Webb 1983:164). In South
Carolina, 33" N latitude runs just north of Charleston, westward
through Allendale, South Carolina. What is thought to be a
remnant of this species-diverse, temperate deciduous forest
exists today in the Piedmont province at Stevens Creek in
McCormick County, South Carolina (Radford 1959; Delcourt and
Delcourt 1979:98).
A classic palynological representation of the early Holocene
mesic forest has been recorded at White Pond located in the inner
Coastal Plain near Elgin in Kershaw County, South Carolina
(34°10'N). The early environmental changes outlined for the
Southeast as a whole were clearly documented here by Watts
(1980), complete with C-14 dates at critical points of change.
At approximately 10,800 B.C., a dramatic vegetation shift
occurred where colder, drier boreal species such as Pinus (jack
pine?) and Picea (spruce) were replaced by key deciduous species.
Watts (1980:192) refers to this remarkably distinct horizon as
the Fagus-Carya zone. It is neatly bracketed by C-14 dates of
10,810-±190 B.C. (QL-1170) and 7550-140 B.C. (QL-1169).
Deciduous species which dominate the pollen count are Quercus
(oak), Carya (hickory), Fagus (beech), and Ostrya/Carpinus
(ironwood). "Betula (birch), Ulmus (elm), Acer saccharum (sugar
maple), Juqlans niqra (black walnut), Tsuqa (hemlock), and
Corylus (hazelnut) are exclusive to the zone or infrequent
outside of it" (Watts 1980:192). Watts suggests that beech and
hickory may have comprised up to 25% of the nearby forest. For
this period (ca. 11,000-7,500 B.C.), Watts (1980:197) concludes
that the climate was moister and cooler than today, and he
suggests that the modern temperatures of New York State and areas
to the north may provide a climatic analog for the ancient
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Faqus-Carya zone. In the White Pond region, although winters
were probably harsher during this time than temperatures of
today, the growing season was probably not any shorter (P.
Delcourt, personal communication 1986).
After 7,550 B.C., the Carya, Fagus, and Ostrya-Carpinus
types were rapidly replaced by modern "southern" pxne and oaks.
Liquidambar (sweet gum) and Nyssa (blackgum?), the hardwood
dominants of the Coastal Plain today, appear for the first time,
signalling the onset of modern forest conditions (Watts
1980:194). From 7,500-5,000 B.C. oak was dominant. After about
5,000 B.C., pine replaces oak as the dominant and the modern
forest was essentially established (Watts 1980:194).
The climate of the mesic deciduous forest across the mid
latitudes of the Southeast is broadly reconstructed by Delcourt
and Delcourt (1984:276) as "cool temperate" with abundant
moisture available in the growing season. They attribute this to
two different weather systems, the Pacific Airmass dominating the
winter and the Maritime Tropical Airmass of the svimmer.
South of the 33* N parallel across the Southeast during the
period from 10,500 to 6,500 B.C., climate and vegetation were
different from the mid latitudes. Perhaps the most striking
characteristic of the flora of the Southeast Coastal Plain, known
as the Southeastern Evergreen Forest (Braun 1950), is its
stability over the last glacial-interglacial cycle (Delcourt and
Delcourt 1985:20). An example of the time depth of this
stability is the site of Goshen Springs on the inner Coastal
Plain of Alabama. From about 18,000 to 4,000 B.C., the area was
dominated by oak, hickory, sweetgum and southern pine (Delcourt.
and Delcourt 1983:269). Other pollen studies conducted on upland
interfluvial sites on the Gulf Coast Plain and peninsular Florida
indicate that "Even during the Wisconsin glacial maximum, no
major invasions of cool-temperate or boreal species occurred ..."
(Delcourt and Delcourt 1983:269).
The climate reflected in the paleovegetation of the Coastal
Plain is warm and temperate, as it is today. Delcourt and
Delcourt (1983:269) view the interfluvial uplands as possessing a
"... relatively constant flora, but with minor changes in the
relative abundances of constituent species as they adjusted to
subtle changes in drought stress and fire frequency". They infer
from the pollen cores with time depth even exceeding the range of
C-14 dating, that the Maritime Tropical Airmass has prevailed in
the southeastern Coastal Plain during the last 60,000 years,
providing for general constancy in the climate.
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The Cultural Background
Summaries of Southeastern and eastern United States
prehistory (Griffin 1967; Willey 1966) note the existence of
broadly similar horizons and technological traditions. These
provide a framework in which to order site-specific data. In the
following siommary of cultural periods, information from other
archaeological studies will deal specifically with chronological
data, tool assemblage content, and related patterns of
subsistence and settlement. The prehistory of this area (Table
1) is generally divided into four major stages or traditions:
Paleoindian, Archaic, Woodland, and Mississippian.
The Paleoindian Stage (10,500-8,500 B.C.)
Based on technological and stylistic similarities and the
evidence from radiocarbon dates. Early Man was present in eastern
North America about 12,000 years ago (MacDonald 1971). The end
of the Paleoindian period appears to coincide with the end of the
Pleistocene and the onset of modern climate and biological
species. Although unfluted lanceolate Paleoindian point types
are known from the Southeastern Coastal Plain, Paleoindian
complexes in the East are still primarily recognized by the
identification of fluted lanceolate points (Goodyear et al.
1979:91). More fluted points have been found in eastern North
America than anywhere else in the continent (Mason 1962), but
fewer than two dozen major Paleoindian sites have been reported
from the East (Gardner 1976:23-24).
In South Carolina, some 300 Paleoindian points have been
reported as surface finds (Charles, personal communication 1986).
One study of 100 fluted points (Michie 1977) showed them to be
almost exclusively associated with riverine environments, and
their distribution was concentrated in Coastal Plain and fall-
line areas. Since that time, a greater number of fluted points
have been found in interriverine and riverine settings (Charles,
personal communication 1986).
In the Southeast, several studies indicate that fluted
points show a strong geographic correlation with major river
systems and the remains of mammoth and mastodon (Bullen et al.
1970; Michie 1977; Williams and Stoltman 1965). Unlike the
Southwest and Plains, fluted points in general in the eastern
United States have not been found in direct association with the
bones of late Pleistocene megafauna. Recently, however, an
extinct bison with an unidentifiable chert projectile point
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Archaeologists working in the Northeast have suggested on
climatic and geographic grounds that caribou may have been a
primary subsistence .resource. It has also been suggested that in
the Southeast, Paleoindian hunting strategies may have involved
modern faunal species, particularly white-tailed deer (Goodyear
et al. 1979:91-93). There are indications that gathering as well
as hunting was of considerable importance during Paleoindian
times. Deer constituted significant portions of the faunal
remains at Bull Brook (Byers 1962:248) and fish remains and
hawthorn pits were present at Shawnee-Minisink in Pennsylvania
(McNett et al. 1977).
Paleoindians throughout North America showed a strong
preference for high quality cryptocrystalline lithic raw
materials in their tool assemblages (Gardner 1976:41; Goodyear
1979). The majority of South Carolina fluted points are made of
Coastal Plain cherts, probably the Allendale type from the Flint
River Formation (Goodyear and Charles 1984) and fine-grained
rhyolite and welded tuffs gathered from the Piedmont. Fluted
points made from the "Ridge and Valley" cherts are only
infrequently found, suggesting that little interaction took place
between Paleoindian populations in the Blue Ridge and Atlantic
Slope areas. This contrasts with the increased reliance on Ridge
and Valley cherts in the subsequent Early Archaic times (Goodyear
et al. 1979:95).
The Archaic Stage (8,500-1,000 B.C.)
The Archaic covers the largest time span of the four major
prehistoric stages, and is traditionally considered a period of
adaptation to the Holocene environment. The Archaic stage
exhibits a general trend from highly mobile hunter-gatherer bands
to more sedentary and specialized groups (Caldwell 1958; Griffin
1967) and is customarily subdivided into Early, Middle, and Late
on the basis of archaeologically visible changes in technology,
subsistence, and settlement. Archaeologically, each phase within
these three substages is named for and identified by a
distinctive hafted biface or point type. These typologically
distinct forms show increasing regional variation with each
successive phase (Claggett and Cable 1982:34).
The Early Archaic Period (8,500-6,000 B.C.)
The Early Archaic is generally regarded as a period of
adaptation to Holocene climate conditions and essentially modern
biota. The traditional view of the Archaic as a shift from
Paleoindian "big game" hunting to a wider use of resources in a
mixed hunter/gatherer economy (Caldwell 1958; Cleland 1976) has
been challenged.
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The extent to which clear distinctions exist between
Paleoindian and Early Archaic technological, economic and
settlement patterns is a matter of debate (Claggett and Cable
1982:33). The Early Archaic period is divided into a series of
phases, beginning with Dalton, and including notched and
bifurcate phases.
Dalton Phase. The earliest widespread Early Archaic phase
is Dalton, considered by some to be transitional between
Paleoindian and Archaic stages. A date range of 8,500-7,900 B.C.
has been proposed by Goodyear (1982:382) based on stratigraphic
studies and radiocarbon dates gathered in the last ten years.
The Dalton point, which is found throughout the Southeast and
midwestern United States, is a lanceolate, serrated point with
slightly flaring, earred base. The ground, deeply concave base
is caused by the removal of flutelike thinning flakes originating
from the base (Goodyear 1974:19).
Strong similarities exist between Dalton and Paleoindian
assemblages, as both emphasize flake and blade tools and contain
large numbers of unifacial scrapers. Morphological analysis of
blade reduction stages and replication experiments show that the
Dalton and other Eastern Archaic "points" were purposefully
resharpened knives during some stage of their use lives (Goodyear
et al. 1979:99).
While Paleoindian points are strongly associated with major
river valleys, Dalton points are found in a variety of
environmental contexts such as upland caves and rock shelters, as
well as riverine and interriverine locations. The densest Dalton
sites in South Carolina are those in major fall-line river
valleys such as the Manning (38LX50) and Taylor (38LX1) sites
(Goodyear 1983:2).
Side- and Corner-Notched Points. The Dalton phase was
followed by a variety of side- and corner-notched forms. The
Palmer/Kirk tradition of corner-notched points first defined by
Coe (1964) is recognized as a horizon marker of the Early Archaic
throughout eastern North America (Tuck 1974), and Chapman
(1976:3) reports dates of 7,500-6,500 B.C. for the Kirk phase in
the Lower Tennessee River Valley.
Coe (1964:67) distinguished between the Palmer,
characterized by thorough basal grinding, and the Kirk, a larger
corner-notched point lacking a ground base and located
stratigraphically higher and later than the Palmer type. Other
researchers have not found the size and basal treatment described
by Coe a certain method for distinguishing these two types
(Chapman 1977; Goodyear et al. 1979:101-102). It has been
suggested that Palmer points may represent regional variants or
different stages in the use-life of Kirk points (Claggett and
Cable 1982:36).
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While corner-notched points similar to the Kirk and Palmer
types have been regarded as markers for the beginning of the
Early Archaic over much of eastern North America (Tuck 1974),
Goodyear et al. (1979:100105) suggest on technological grounds
the possibility that side-notched points preceded corner-notched
forms. In South Carolina, the Taylor point (Michie 1966:123) is
an Early Archaic side-notched point similar to the Big Sandy of
Alabama and Tennessee (Dejarnette et. al. 1962), and the Bolen
of Florida (Sullen 1968). The majority of Taylor points in South
Carolina have been found in Coastal Plain and fall-line sites,
and there is limited stratigraphic evidence that side-notched
Taylors occur stratigraphically lower and earlier than corner-
notched Palmers at the Theriault site in Georgia (Brockinqton
1971:29).
Bifurcate Base Points. The final variety of Early Archaic
notched forms in the East consists of points with pronounced
basal concavities or notching.. First reported from the St.
Albans site in West Virginia (Broyles 1971), phases in the
Bifurcate tradition include MacCorkle, St. Albans, LeCroy, and
Kanawha. Chapman (1975) found the Bifurcate tradition restricted
to a temporal span of ca. 6,800-6,000 B.C. and noted a spatial
distribution corresponding to eastern deciduous forest
boundaries.
The Middle Archaic Period (6,000-3,000 B.C.)
Technologically, the beginning of the Middle Archaic period
is based on the replacement of the earlier notched types by
stemmed forms. A high degree of continuity in technological
similarity exists between Early and Middle Archaic point types,
but there are important changes in other types of tool classes
(Goodyear et al. 1979:106). Ground stone atlatl weights, notched
cobble netsinkers, and plant processing tools, such as mortars,
manos, and "nutting stones", as well as fire-cracked rock appear
in large numbers for the first time. The Early Archaic unifaces,
particularly the "teardrop" shaped hafted end scrapers and other
commonly recognized flake tool types are replaced by cruder flake
tool types (Goodyear et al. 1979:106).
A decrease in the mobility of Archaic populations is
suggested by an increase in the variety of tool types in
assemblages and in non-portable artifacts (Rafferty 1985); the
appearance of storage pits and burials (DeJarnette et al. 1962);
a shift from the use of cryptocrystalline lithic raw materials to
coarser-grained locally available rock such as quartz (Goodyear
et al. 1979:111); and the presence of prepared clay floors (Smith
1986:26).
In the Carolina Piedmont area, the Middle Archaic period
includes of Stanly, Morrow Mountain, and Guilford phases (Coe
1964). Only the last two will be considered here, since surveys
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show that Stanly points are rare in the Piedmont regions of South
Carolina (Goodyear et al. 1979; Kelly 1972) and Georgia
(DePratter 1975:13).
Tool assemblages and the occasional preservation of food
remains together point to broad exploitation of varied resources
during this time, perhaps related to climatic changes associated
with the warmer Hypsithermal conditions (Goodyear et al.
1979:110). Changes in forest composition and sea level may have
encouraged regional specialization in resource exploitation.
Guilford Phase. The distinctive biface identifying this
phase is thick and lenticular or diamond-shaped in cross-section.
There is some variation in form; the majority are lanceolate in
outline, with rounded or pointed bases, while some specimens
exhibit weak shoulders or appear to have contracted stems (Coe
1964:43, Figures 35 and 36).
The Guilford phase is little known, and appears to be
primarily restricted to the Atlantic slope and Coastal Plain
areas. Guilford bifaces are common in the South Carolina
Piedmont and have been reported from North Carolina, Virginia and
Georgia. This type is rare in the Coastal Plain of South
Carolina (Charles, personal communication 1986) and is not found
in Eastern Tennessee or described from Middle Archaic sites in
northern Alabama (Goodyear et al. 1979:109). The Briar Creek
lanceolete (Michie 1968:76) is very similar to one kind of
Guilford (Coe 1964:Figure 35A, D, E) and may be a regional
variant of the Guilford hafted biface or a separate Coastal Plain
type contemporary with the Guilford.
Morrow Mountain Phase-. Two types of Morrow Mountain points
were described by Coe (1964:37, 43) on the basis of stem length,
length/width ratio, and stem/shoulder angle. The shorter
stemmed, rounded base Morrow Mountain I form appears to be
nxamerically predominant. Cruder and less formalized uniface
scrapers than those found in Early Archaic assemblages are found
in Morrow Mountain tool kits (Coe 1964; Goodyear et al.
1979:107).
Bone tools, including projectile points, flakers, awls, and
an atlatl hook were found with stone drills, unifacial scrapers,
and diagnostic bifaces in Morrow Mountain burials at the
Stanfield-Worley Bluff Shelter (DeJarnette et al. 1962:82).
While quartz was used for manufacturing tools during 10,000 years
of aboriginal life, over 95% of the Morrow Mountain points
recovered in several surveys of the South Carolina Piedmont were
made from quartz or crystal quartz (Canouts and Goodyear
1985:190; Goodyear et al. 1979:201). Radiocarbon dates for
Morrow Mountain generally fall within the range of 4,000-5,500
B.C. (Blanton and Sassaman 1985:23).
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MALA Phase. Another type of Middle Archaic-Late Archaic
hafted biface, the MALA, has been defined (Hanson and Sassaman
1984; Sassaman 1985). The MALA is a corner-notched, serrated
hafted biface generally made from thermally altered Coastal Plain
chert. At the Pen Point site (38BR383) a workshop area for the
production of this hafted biface type was found between Savannah
River and Morrow Mountain components.
The Late Archaic Period (3,000-1,000 B.C.)
The Late Archaic period exhibits great artifactual and
chronological similarity throughout the eastern seaboard. The
Savannah River point, a large, broad-bladed, broad-stemmed point
with straight shoulders, is the predominant hafted biface type of
the Late Archaic period (Coe 1964:45). Other tool types commonly
associated with the Late Archaic are steatite vessels and "net
sinkers"; pecked and polished stone tools; and three-quarter or
fully-grooved axes.
The Otarre (Keel 1976:194-196), a smaller corner-removed,
stemmed point having the same general form as the larger Savannah
River type, occurs prior to the appearance of Woodland ceramics
and may mark a second later phase within the Late Archaic period.
The Otarre phase is believed to date around 1,500-1,000 B.C.
(Goodyear et al. 1979:114), however radiocarbon dates from the
Paris Island site in Georgia (9EB21) associated with Otarre-like
points cluster around 2,000 B.C. (Wood 1983:131 and Wood,
personal communication 1983).
. A third Late Archaic stemmed point form is known locally in
South Carolina as the Mack point. At the Mack site (380R67), a
multicomponent site on the upper Coastal Plain of South Carolina,
this large contracting stemmed point is clearly associated with
Thom's Creek pottery indicating a date of 1,700-1,000 B.C.
(Parler and Beth 1982).
Intensive exploitation of riverine and coastal resources
characterized many Late Archaic sites along the Atlantic coast
and major Southeastern rivers. Stabilization of the sea level
during this time may have encouraged intensive utilization of
seasonally abundant and highly predictable shellfish and
anadromous fish species in some areas (Taylor & Smith 1978;
Claggett and Cable 1982:40). Nevertheless, distinctive Savannah
River hafted bifaces are found in all physiographic zones, from
the coast into the mountains.
The Southeastern fiber-tempered ceramics known as the
Stallings Island series are the earliest ceramics in eastern
North America. This pottery was manufactured from 2,500-1,500
B.C. (Anderson et al. 1982:247), although an earlier date of 3050
± 150 B.C. has been obtained from a Georgia site (Trinkley
1983:43). These ceramics are easily identifiable by the plant
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fibers used to temper the paste (Griffin 1967:180). Sand-
tempered and temperless ceramics of the Thorn's Creek series
appeared along the South Carolina coast as early as 2,200 B.C.
(Anderson 1982:248; Trinkley 1983:43).
Several archaological patterns suggest increased sedentism
during the Late Archaic period. Sites tend to be larger and
contain denser middens. The presence of non-portable utensils,
increased burial ceremonialism, and greater utilization of labor-
intensive wild plant foods or horticulture, all suggest a
decrease in mobility, perhaps related to more restricted
territories (Caldwell 1958; Stoltman 1978).
By at least 4,000 years ago there is evidence of selective
harvesting of seeds (grasses, chenopodium, sumpweed, sunflowers)
in contrast to the earlier Archaic concentration on nuts and
acorns. Paleobotanical data from the Midwest show that both
indigenous cultigens and introduced species (squash, gourds) were
a well-established part of the Late Archaic diet by 2,500 B.C.
(Kay et al. 1980:814).
The Woodland Stage (1,000 B.C.-A.D. 1,000)
The presence of burial mounds, pottery, and the use of
cultigens have traditionally been associated with the Woodland
stage (Griffin 1967:180; Willey 1966; Stoltman 1978:715). The
beginning of the Woodland stage in the South Atlantic region
usually is based on the presence of Early Woodland pottery.
Early Woodland pottery appeared in the Coastal Plain about
1,000 B.C. (Anderson 1983:31) and can be differentiated from Late
Archaic fiber-tempered ceramics by the presence of fabric-
impressed, cord-marked, or check-stamped surface finishes on sand
or grit-tempered paste (Anderson 1983:31; Griffin 1967:177;
Claggett and Cable 1982:43). Caldwell (1958:23) noted that the
fabric-impressed pottery of the Southern Piedmont was part of a
continuous distribution of fabric-impressed ceramics throughout
much of eastern North America on the Early Woodland time level;
however, Anderson and Schuldenrein (1985:338) have shown that
fabric-impressed and cord-marked ceramics continue from Early
Woodland through Mississippian periods.
In the broader context of "eastern North America, Early and
Middle Woodland periods are considered contemporary with the
expressions of Adena and Hopewell, and the Late Woodland period
with their decline (Griffin 1967:123). These cultural
manifestations did not have much impact on Woodland groups in the
Carolina Piedmont (Coe 1964; Claggett and Cable 1982:44-47).
Middle Woodland ceramics in the Southeast are generally
distinguished from Early Woodland ceramics by the use of finer
sand tempering and a wider variety of surface finishes. Brushed,
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simple-stamped, and check-stamped surface finishes were added to
the earlier fabric-impressed and cord-marked types. Many Middle
and Late Woodland ceramic types have been described in South
Carolina, and the ceramic typology continues to be refined
(Anderson 1982; Anderson and Schuldenrein 1985:335-347); Trinkley
1983:43-51).
Surveys of the interriverine zone between the Broad and
Catawba-Wateree rivers (Kelly 1972; House and Ballenger 1976) and
along the Wateree River (Stuart 1970) did not produce fabric-
impressed sherds, although small numbers of linear check-stamped,
Deptford-like sherds were present.
The Mississippian Stage (A.D. 1000-1700)
The Southern Appalachian Mississippian is a regional
variation of the Mississippian pattern of maize-based
agricultural economy, complex social organization, and temple
mound ceremonialism (Ferguson 1971:175, 243). Archaeological
evidence of Mississippian settlements generally includes the
presence of temple mounds, shell-tempered pottery, and small,
triangular projectile points. Complicated-stamped pottery rather
than shell-tempered pottery is a distinctive feature of the
Mississippian cultural tradition in the Southern Appalachian
province. Complicated-stamped ceramics seem to have been widely
distributed in the South Carolina Piedmont after about A.D. 1400
(Ferguson 1971). Even with extensive maize cultivation, hunting
and gathering remained an important part of Mississippian economy
(Ferguson 1971; Smith 1974, 1975; Canouts 1971), which may
account for the distribution of Mississippian mound sites along
the fall-lines of major rivers (Ferguson 1971:214).
Dense Mississippian settlements were located at the fall-
line of the Wateree River, where nine major mound sites cluster
along a ten-mile section of the river near Camden, South Carolina
(Stuart 1970). The Broad River does not appear to have been
similarly occupied during Mississippian times, although two
mounds have been investigated. The Blair Mound (38FA48) on the
Broad River near Blair, South Carolina, was occupied between A.D.
1300-1450, and ceramics are assigned to the Pisgah phase (Teague
1979:68). Ceramics at the McCollura Mound (38CS2) on the Broad
River in Chester County were identified as belonging to the
Savannah II, Pee Dee, Pisgah, and Irene series, and the site's
occupation date is probably after A.D. 1400 (Ryan 1971c:106). No
evidence of Mississippian settlement was found during Kelly's
(1972) survey of the interriverine area between the Broad and
Catawba rivers, although a later survey by House and Ballenger
(1976:74,77) reported one Mississippian site in Chester County.
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The Historic Period
The Spanish were the first Europeans to traverse inland
portions of the Southeastern United States, beginning in 1540
with Hernando De Soto's 600-man army. The most recently proposed
route for the De Soto expedition (Hudson et al. 1984:72-73)
places them near present-day COliambia, South Carolina. Crossing
the Saluda and Broad rivers at their confluence, the expedition
then turned south to the town of Hymani, between the junction of
the Congaree and Wateree rivers. From there, the Spanish
proceeded up the Wateree River to the town of Cofitachequi, which
is believed to have been near present-day Camden, South Carolina.
Juan Pardo retraced much of DeSoto's route twenty years
later, and established a series of garrisons between the coast
and the Blue Ridge mountains. These outposts could not be
maintained and were abandoned or overcome by Indians within a
very short time (Hudson 1976:117-118). The European presence was
little felt away from the coast - and only sporadically there -
for the next century.
Trad,e and Tribal Locations
The founding of Charles Town by the English in 1670 marked
the beginning of permanent European settlement in South Carolina.
Even before population spread beyond coastal areas, an extensive
trade in deerskins was carried on with inland tribes. Travelers
to the interior followed waterways and Indian trading paths
established long before the arrival of Europeans.
In 1701, John Lawson visited the Congaree Indians and
described their "plantations" scattered up and down along the
river (Lefler 1967:34). At that time, the tribe was living below
the junction of the Congaree and Wateree Rivers. A short time
later, their main village was located on the west bank of the
Congaree River near Congaree Creek, with a burial ground at Green
Hill (Green 1932:12).
In 1718, the British established Fort Congaree at the
intersection of Congaree River and Congaree Creek, south of
present-day Columbia (Meriwether 1940:11-12). This fortified
trading post occupied a strategic position on trading paths to
the Cherokees and to the Catawbas. The Cherokee trading route
ran from Charles Town along the west bank of the Santee and
Congaree Rivers and up the Saluda River to the Lower Towns of the
Cherokee Nation. The main path to the Catawbas extended north
from the Congarees to the west bank of the Wateree River, and
continued upstream to the Catawba towns. (Myer 1928; Meriwether
1940:99).
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Old Fort Congaree was abandoned in 1722, and by that time
the remnants of the Congarees had left the area and joined the
Catawbas (Swanton 1946:124). Catawba and Wateree tribesmen
probably continued to hunt in the area even after the founding of
Saxe-Gotha in 1730 near the vicinity of Old Fort Congaree
(Meriwether 1940:61). The Congarees fought against the settlers
in the Yamassee War of 1815, and after their defeat, more than
half of the tribe were sent as slaves to the West Indies (Swanton
1946:124).
North of the fall-line, most of the early historic roads and
paths led to Faustford, located above the mouth of present-day
Burgess Creek. This crossing, located approximately three miles
below the point where Nipper Creek flows into the Broad River,
was probably a major ford in prehistoric times. There is
reference to a salt lick on the hillsides near this ford and the
"Catawba track" was still visible in the area in 1826 (Mills
1826:718).
The Catawba name for the Broad River was "Line River",
because it formed the boundary line between them and the
Cherokees (Brown 1966:34). Early historic acounts report that
the area between the Broad and Catawba rivers was practically
uninhabited when white settlers arrived, since this territory was
a traditional hunting ground for Catawbas and Cherokees (Brown
1966:39).
The Settlement of Richland County
In the 1730s, the small settlement of Saxe-Gotha was
established in the vicinity of the earlier Fort Congaree. This
town, a few miles southeast of present-day Columbia, was just
below the shoals and rapids of the fall-line which prevented
further navigation upstream (Michie 1980:65). Due to conflicts
between the Indians and European settlers, large-scale settlement
of the Piedmont did not take place until after the Cherokee War
of 1757-1761.
In Richland County, the lands along the Congaree and Broad
rivers were the first to be taken up, especially those along the
tributary creeks. Many of these tracts were acquired for
speculative purposes. All of them were called plantations, even
if the tract consisted entirely of swamp land (Green
1932:23,26-27).
Settlers making their homes along the eastern bank of the
Broad River and its creeks above Columbia often came from the
region west of the Congaree River. The earliest names are of
German or Swiss-German origin. Christian Kinsler located at the
mouth of Crane Creek not long after 1740 and Hanis Rubesome took
up land where Cedar Creek flowed into the Broad River in 1752
(Green 1932:31). When Patrick Repson received a memorial for 150
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acres on Kennerley's Branch (now Nipper Creek) in 1769, his tract
was "bounded on all sides by vacant lands" (Colonial Plats
8:419), suggesting that he was one of the first settlers on this
stream.
These last two names are derived from the German surname
Reabensamen, and many variations are found in the records;
Reapsamen, Reapsame, Reibsame, Rubensamen, Rebsome, Rebsomn,
Rebsom, and Repson. This family name was later Anglicized to
Turnipseed (Andrea n.d.:l).
Land Ownership at Nipper Creek
Land records show that members of the Reabensamen
(Turnipseed) family were landowners along Nipper Creek from 1768
until at least the 1840's. Also, family members of Hans Rubeson,
whose land grant at the mouth of Cedar Creek was only a few miles
from Nipper Creek, settled close enough to be members of the same
German-speaking church (Boozer 1972:19).
On May 16, 1768, 150 acres of land on John Kennerly Branch
were surveyed for Pott Rafeson (Peat Rebsom), The plat shows
that this tract was surrounded on all sides by vacant land
(Colonial Plats 9:277).
In 1772, Pott's son, John B. Turnipseed (John
Pottunnapseed), had 100 acres of land surveyed on the same
branch, "bounded to the southwest by Patrick Turnipseed's land
and on all other sides by vacant lands" (Colonial Plats 13:279).
John later inherited his father's 150 acres.
Patrick Turnipseed's land on Nipper Creek is also referred
to in 1772 and 1774 grants to John Kenedy "Situate on a small
branch of Broad River in St. Marks Parrish, Craven Co." (Colonial
Plats 17:428; 11:331).
After John B. Turnipseed married the Widow Nipper, the name
of the creek was changed from Kennerley's branch to Nipper's
Creek (Chappell 1974:16). John B, Turnipseed's will, executed on
Dec. 4, 1832, left two tracts, "one of 150 acres and one of 126
acres, bought of John Turnipseed" to his wife Mary Sybile
Turnipseed and his daughter Polly Turnipseed (Richland County
Will Book H:167-168).
In 1782, Beat Turnipseed of Camden District left land on
John Kennerley's Creek to his son Hans Beat Turnipseed (Holcomb
1978:61). Sixty years later, Turnipseeds still held lands on
Nipper Creek, for in 1842, Bartholemew and Ann Turnipseed of
Richland District sold a tract of land on Kennerley's Creek
(Holcomb 1976:91).
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The current landowner of the Nipper Creek site is the
Trinity Foundation Commission of Trinity Cathedral Parish in
Columbia, South Carolina. Trinity Cathedral purchased 231.3
acres on Nov. 30, 1983 from Mamie Alice Williamson (Richland
County Deed Book D671:865). Mrs. Williamson received this land
from her father, Wilhelm Hayne Caughman, by deed of January 21,
1964 (Richland County Deed Book D376!449).
In 1946, Wilhelm H. Caughman and his brother, William Edward
Caughman, purchased 343 acres from Francis Kendall Harmon
(Richland County Deed Book GP;469). They owned this land jointly
until i960, when William E. Caughman conveyed his half-interest
in this tract to his brother Wilhelm (Richland County Deed Book
D287:337).
The abstract of title prepared for Francis Kendall Harmon in
1946 by Clarke W. McCants notes that "Owing to the destruction of
the records of Richland County by fire in 1965 [sic], the title
cannot be traced further back than shown herein. The title runs
as follows according to the records and other available
information."
Francis Kendall Harmon received the land, which he
subsequently sold to the Caughman brothers, under the terms of
his father's will. Dated March 23, 1911 and probated September
23, 1915, Frederick Harmon's will (Richland County Will Book
F:292-309) divided his "plantation known as the Lorick Place"
among his three sons.
Frederick Harmon purchased several tracts of land between
Monticello Road and the Broad River, including the property along
Nipper Creek, from the estate of W. W. Lorick, which was sold at
sheriff's sale in 1891 and 1892 (Richland County Deed Book W:127,
327). Due to loss of the Richland Court House records mentioned
in the abstract prepared for Francis Kendall Harmon, it has not
been able to extend the chain of title beyond W. W. Lorick.
Land Use
From the time of settlement in the mid-eighteenth century,
the lands along Nipper Creek were cleared and in cultivation.
Aerial photographs from the late 1930's show the same location of
fields and tree lines that are presently visible at the site.
Discovery of a plowscar 30 cm below ground level in Square B
provided further evidence that portions of the wooded area along
the west side of Nipper Creek were cultivated at one time. In
the 1920s when the land belonged to Wilhelm Caughman, the area
around the site was planted in cotton (Ruby L. Core, personal
communication 1986).
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Land use changed from primarily agricultural to industrial
purposes around 1975. The Lone Star Company established the
Dreyfus plant, a granite quarry, in the vicinity in 1974. This
quarry is located east of Nipper Creek and aproximately 66 m
south of the Nipper Creek site. Two years later, Richland County
purchased lands adjoining the site on the north and west, and
established a sanitary landfill which is operating there today.
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CHAPTER III
FIELD AND LABORATORY METHODS
The Nipper Creek site was tested in order to determine its
eligibility for nomination to the National Register of Historic
Places. Field work and laboratory procedures were designed to
address the National Register criteria of significance and the
project goals outlined in the proposal submitted to the South
Carolina Department of Archives and History.
Several research goals were outlined in the proposal to test
the Nipper Creek site. The first was to delineate the boundaries
of the site both horizontally and vertically. The second goal
was to determine the site's cultural history, based on the
results of auger tests and test excavations. The last research
subject involved geological studies to determine site formation
processes and explore the relationship between paleoenvironments
and cultural change.
Prior to fieldwork, a pedestrian survey was conducted, with
particular, attention to ground cover and the distribution of
lithic concentrations. No systematic surface collection was
made, but diagnostic artifacts and a representative sample of
lithic raw materials were collected. Provenience numbers were
assigned to these surface finds in terms of the nearest auger
test or datum point.
The Nipper Creek site covers an area of 55 acres and is
approximately 700 m from west to east and 300 m from north to
south. The northern third of the site (Figure 5, p. 41) is
located on a hillside with a ten percent slope. Top soil was
removed from the central portion of the site 15 years ago. There
is some succession vegetation here, but the stripped area remains
sandy and open, with numerous lithic scatters visible. The
southern portion of the site consists of two old fields with
moderate succession growth and woods which give way to swampy
lowlands along the creek.
Field Methods
Field work covered a period of three weeks, from August 19
to September 6, 1985, with several additional half-days to
complete geological studies. The five regular crew members were
assisted by a number of volunteers who helped with mapping, auger
testing, and excavation. Equipment for fieldwork was provided by
the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology and
the University of South Carolina Department of Anthropology.
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Mapping
The site is approximately .7 km long from northeast to
southwest, and varies some 20 m in elevation. An iron rebar, 3.8
cm in diameter, was placed on the hilltop overlooking the
Southern Old Field, and designated Datum A. The top of the rebar
is 15 cm above the ground, and Datum A is 8.2 m southeast of the
largest oak tree on the hill. A nail in this oak tree was
assigned an arbitrary elevation of 100 m above mean sea level.
From Datum A, transit and stadia rod were used to establish
a survey line eastward along the northern edge of the wooded
area. Additional data points were established along this
irregular base line and in the Northern Old Field and stripped
area. These were used to map in the positions of auger tests,
excavation units, and surface features for location on the site
map (Figure 5, p. 41). Iron rebar was used to establish
permanent markers at Datum A, Datum B, and Datum C. Wooden
stakes were used for the remaining data points, designated
stations (C, D, F, G, H, and I) on the site map (Figure 5).
Auger Testing
A bucket auger was used in the first stage of subsurface
testing. The first objective was to determine site boundaries by
identifying the horizontal and vertical limits of cultural
materials. The second objective was to assess stratigraphy and
provide a basis for the location of excavation test squares. The
auger tests were expected to reveal the presence of any buried
strata and distinguish between disturbed and undisturbed portions
of the site.
A series of 52 auger tests was placed in such a way as to
cover the four major areas of the site: the stripped area, the
woods, and the two old fields (Figure 5, p. 41). Using a 18 cm
(8-inch) bucket auger, tests were dug in 15-cm increments and
soil was sifted through 6 mm (1/4-inch) mesh screen. Most auger
tests were dug to a depth of 105 cm below ground level, but a few
were continued to 150 cm. Each auger test was assigned its own
provenience number.
Test Excavations
Two locations were selected for subsurface testing on the
basis of the auger tests. Two 2 x 2 m squares (Squares A and B)
were placed in the woods where A.T. 18 produced a worn, side-
notched biface and quantities of fire-cracked rock between 30-45
cm and 60-75 cm, indicating possible prehistoric hearths.
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The second area tested was the Northern Old Field, where Woodland
ceramics and historic materials were observed on the surface and
recovered through auger testing. Square C, a 1 x 2 m test pit,
was placed over A.T. 8.
In the woods. Square A was laid out with an orientation of
40 degrees west of north. A second test pit. Square B, was
located directly west of Square A. While these squares were
excavated separately, data from these two units will be treated
as a single unit for purposes of analysis. Excavation was
carried out in arbitrary 10 cm levels, and all soil was screened
through 6 mm (1/4 inch) mesh. The northeast corner stake of each
square was used as a reference point for ground surface. Line
levels and tape were used to maintain depth control.
Shovels were used initially to skim soil from each level
until the cultural level was reached. When artifacts were
encountered, they were exposed with trowels and brushes and
pedestaled until the bottom of the level was reached. At that
time, horizontal location, depth, and orientation (plane, strike
and dip) of each large or diagnostic artifact was recorded.
Piece-plotted artifacts were bagged separately in ziplock bags
and added to the appropriate general level bag. All level bags
were identified by square and level.
Most features (Appendix E) were defined by concentrations of
rock or artifacts. Few stains or color changes were visible in
the sandy soil, but flecks of charcoal and bone were sometimes
noted. Each feature was plotted on a separate feature sheet and
photographed using both black and white and color film. Soil
samples for flotation were taken from excavated cultural
features.
A record of daily progress, workers, transit readings, etc.
was maintained in the fieldbook. In addition to these field
notes, a series of forms was used to record data recovery. Data
sheets were prepared for every excavation unit level and every
feature, with an additional summary page for every completed
excavation unit. Photographic record pages listed the number,
subject, type of film and photographer for each photograph taken.
Geological Testing
A geology consultant assisted in the overall evaluation of
the site. Dr. D. J. Colquhoun of the University of South
Carolina Geology Department spent one day examining the
excavations and inspecting the Nipper Creek locality to observe
the surficial geology. Since no visible soil structure was
observed in the excavation units, a soil peel was taken under Dr.
Colquhoun's direction. A detailed description of the methods
used to prepare the peel and his interpretations of the site are
found in Appendix C.
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Laboratory Procedures
Artifacts were taken directly from the field to the South
Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology at the end of
each day. Processing of artifacts followed the completion of
field work. Each sack, representing an auger test, excavation
level, feature or other provenience, was washed separately and
the artifacts were spread on trays to dry.
Auger tests. Materials were washed, cataloged, and analyzed
by auger test and level. Individual catalog numbers were
assigned to diagnostic or reference items. A separate analysis
sheet for each level was used to record materials by lithic
material and artifact category. Data were then transferred from
these level sheets to summary sheets and individual site maps.
The former provided an overall horizontal and vertical
distribution of each category (Appendix D) and the latter a
graphic view of horizontal distributions for all auger tests.
Excavation units. Artifacts were cataloged and analyzed by
square and level. Materials were sorted according to lithic raw
material and artifact type, and recorded (weight or count) on a
cataloging sheet. Piece-plotted items and recognizable tools
were numbered individually and rebagged in plastic ziplock
containers, and the rest were bagged or boxed by excavation unit
and level.
Provenience numbers were assigned to each auger test,
excavation unit, and feature before cataloging began, and were
also used to identify surface finds near specific auger tests,
and miscellaneous categories such as material from collapsed
walls. Each catalog number in the SCIAA system has three
components. For example, the catalog number 38RD18-21-2 consists
of the site number (38RD18) followed by the provenience number
(21); the final digit (2) represents a specific item within this
particular provenience.
Typological Classifications and Descriptions
The following classifications were used to describe artifact
types and lithic raw material categories. These are explicitly
defined for purposes of clarity and to permit the comparison of
this data with other studies.
Artifact Categories
The following typology for the analysis of lithic materials
is modified from the type definitions used by House (1975:55-73),
House and Ballenger (1976:89-93), and House and Wogaman
(1978:58-61). Certain assumptions are necessary in determining
the function of stone tools, since it is not possible to
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establish the past behavioral context of an artifact with
certainty. This typology is based on the hypothesis that
correlates exist between certain observable physical attributes
1975^55) specific kinds of human behavior (House
Fire-cracked rock. These rock fragments show evidence of
having been fired_ and broken by heat. Identifying
characteristics are jagged, irregular fracture or pot-lid
fractures, no evidence of having been detached with a blow (i.e
no platform, bulb of percussion, etc.), and discoloration. Most
fire-cracked rocks at the Nipper Creek site are quartz, which
often takes on a reddish cast when heated, or metavolcanic.
Fire-cracked rock is considered to be a result of direct heating
(I.e., a_ hearth-stone) or from stone-boiling or "hot rock"
cooking in earth ovens.
Weathered metavolcanic fragments. This residual category is
used to include small, crumbly, or eroded, fragments of granite or
other metavolcanic rock which do not exhibit the jagged edqes
associatedwith fire-cracked rock, and which are not of a size or
which would plscG theiu in 3 dGbitsgG cstsgory.
Chunks. Chunks are angular pieces of debitage of variable
size. They lack the scars of detached flakes which are
characteristic of cores and are distinguishable from flakes in
that they lack observable striking platforms and other flake
characteristics. Chunks are considered to have been produced in
greatest quantity in the earliest stages of reduction of a piece
of stone for tool manufacture.
Cor^ These masses of material exhibit flake scars
resulting from the removal of one or more flakes but lack
prepared tool edges and edge damage indicative of use as a tool.
Cores may have been used as a source of flake tools or represent
the initial stage of biface or uniface production.
Core tools. Core tools are large pieces of stone modified
to produce a tool edge or which exhibit edge damage. Presumably
these tools represent heavy-duty cutting or chopping functions.
Bipolar cores. These are a special type of core, generally
rectangular in form, and exhibit bipolar flaking from paired
crushed and battered surfaces (Hayden 1980). Bipolar cores are
also called pieces esquillees and are interpreted by some
archaeologists (e.g. MacDonald 1968:88-90) as wedges or slotting
tools for splitting long bones into tool blanks.
Flakes. These are pieces of chipped stone debitage, which.
It whole, have observable striking platforms and dorsal and
ventral faces. They are usually fairly flat. This class
includes thinning flakes and other flakes.
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Thinninc^ flakes. These flakes are assumed to have been
removed during the process of thinning or resharpening bifaces.
They are relatively flat, have broad, shallow flake scars (from
detachment of previous thinning flakes) on the dorsal face, and
tend to exhibit "feathering-out" of lateral margins. When the
platform is present, it usually exhibits a low angle and/or
crushing and grindihg.
Other flakes. This category is for debitage that exhibits
recognizable flake morphology but does not correspond to the
previous definition of thinning flakes. Although this category
may include a variety of tool-making processes, it is considered
to represent a reduction stage intermediate between the stages
represented by chunks and biface thinning flakes.
Flake Tools. This category includes flakes damaged from use
and thinning flakes that have been marginally retouched. This
latter type, also called utilized flakes, exhibits flake scars
less than 2 mm long. This is interpreted as functional edge
damage resulting from use of the flake as a tool in modifying
hard materials such as bone or wood (House and Wogaman 1978:60).
There is a distinction between the utilized flakes in this
category and flakes exhibiting steep marginal retouch, or
unifaces.
Unifaces. These are flake tools with regular steep marginal
retouch, which produces flake scars with an average length
greater than 2 mm. These longer flake scars are the result of
intentional retouch to produce a unifacial working edge of a
desired shape and angle. This category subsumes a number of
distinctive forms such as endscrapers and sidescrapers.
Bifaces. These are bihedral pieces of chipped stone with
two faces and flake scars on both faces. This class includes
hafted bifaces, biface blanks, and other bifaces.
Hafted Bifaces or Proj ect ile Point/Knives. These are
symmetrical, pointed bifaces which are modified on the proximal
end for hafting.
Other Bifaces. This category includes bifaces which have
regular finished edges but are not hafted bifaces as defined
above. Small, unidentifiable fragments of biface tools are
listed here, and this category also includes a number of
specialized tool forms.
Biface Blanks or Preforms. These are bifaces which lack
even, regular edges formed by careful retouching. Blanks are
usually asymmetrical and thick, and are interpreted as
representing unfinished biface tools, usually pieces that were
rejected and discarded during manufacture. Biface blanks which
approximate the morphology of finished biface tools but lack
carefully formed edges are considered preforms. Large (greater
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than 100 g) roughly bihedral flakes of suitable raw material are
considered blank flakes for the production of biface tools.
Hammerstones. Large (greater than ca. 100 g) round pieces
of rock with visible areas of battering on prominent corners are
interpreted as hammers. Specimens of very hard materials were
probably used for percussion knapping and those of softer
materials may have been used in other tasks such as crushing
bone.
Abraders. These tools are pieces of relatively hard,
grainy, abrasive stone which have one or more grooves worn into
the stone or exhibit a flat working surface in which the hard
grains are worn down even with the softer matrix. Abraders were
presumably used for smoothing hafts or sharpening tools such as
stone or bone awls and needles.
Steatite disks. These are flattened disks, usually with a
central hole. Sometimes referred to as "net sinkers", it is more
likely that these objects were used in stone-boiling.
Lithic Raw Materials
The major types of lithic raw materials represented in
Nipper Creek tool or debitage categories are described below.
The identification of raw materials found at 38RD18 is based on
macroscopic inspection, previous analyses (House and Ballenger
1976; House and Wogaman 1978; Novick 1978), and consultation with
Keith Derting and Tommy Charles at the South Carolina Institute
of Archaeology and Anthropology.
Vein Quartz. This material is usually translucent or milky
white, but may be rose, gray, or yellow-brown. It is abundant
throughout the Piedmont in veins ranging from a few centimeters
to several meters thick. Since it is much harder and more
resistant to weathering than surrounding rock, it is usually left
as residual chunks in the soil mantle. Cobbles are also readily
obtainable in Piedmont river gravels (House and Wogaman 1978:53;
Novick 1978). Quartz from this source is often yellow or brown
due to minerals absorbed from the water, in contrast to the
white, gray or clear quartz more typical of upland sources.
While the majority of Piedmont artifacts were made from
white quartz, the crystalline structure of this material
interferes with conchoidal fracturing, making it a relatively
difficult material for manufacturing flaked stone tools (House
and Wogaman 1978:53).
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Crystal Quartz, Most of these well-formed hexagonal
crystals are transparent and have few if any impurities (Novick
1978:433). The glassy texture of this material made it one of
the cryptocrystallines preferred by Paleoindian tool makers
(Goodyear 1979).
Orthoquart2ite. Orthoquartzites are composed of quartz sand
grains cemented by silica. When knapped, force penetrates
through the sand grains and the silica cement, in contrast to mud
or calcite cemented sandstones where the fracture occurs through
the less strong cement along the weak quartz grain boundaries.
Most of the orthoquartzites from South Carolina collections are
found in the Coastal Plain, probably in the Black Mingo Formation
(Novick 1978:433). An endscraper and flakes of an
orothoquartzite found at Windy Ridge are thought to have
originated in the Santee River drainage in the middle Coastal
Plain (House and Wogaman 1978:57). Recently, a quartzite quarry
was recorded in Abbeville County, South Carolina (Charles
1985:8).
Rhyolite. Rhyolite is a commonly occurring rock in the
Carolina slate belt (Overstreet and Bell 1965). The ground mass
in rhyolite is finely grained or crypto-crystalline quartz, and
it is an excellent material for knapping (Novick 1978:427).
Plain rhyolite is dark green to black when freshly broken, and
lacks distinct flow bands and phenocrysts. It weathers to a
light gray or buff color, and may have a chalky texture (Novick
1978:428). Flow-banded rhyolite is characterized by a series of
thin buff and gray to green bands. These bands may be difficult
to distinguish either on freshly broken dark gray rhyolite or on
pieces that have weathered to a buff color. Bands may be
straight or wavy and of variable thickness. These bands were
formed as the molten rhyolite or magma flowed along the ground
surface.
Volcanic Argillite. This rock is light green and often
powdery or chalky to the touch. Purple and red banding may be
observed on weathered surfaces. The material here described as
volcanic argillite is referred to by Novick (1978:4321) as
"volcanic slate/argillite" and is probably the same as the
"slate" described by Kelly (1972:32).
Argillite is formed . by the deposition of feldspar and
alumino-silicates that weather to clays (Novick 1978:431).
Volcanic argillite is unlike slate in that it lacks slaty
cleavage (Novick 1978:431), and is one of the major constitutents
of the Carolina slate belt (Overstreet and Bell 1965).
Allendale Chert. Chert from the Allendale quarries along
the Savannah River derives from the Flint River formation and is
classified by Upchurch (1984:141-143) as a "silicified
grainstone". Allendale chert is characterized by the presence of
tiny fossils within the nodules and a chalky, fossiliferous
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cortex. This distinctive vitreous material is often translucent
and ranges in color from dark brown, red or yellow to tan, cream-
colored, or a mottled dull white. Thermal alteration changes the
colors to red, pink or blue. Other identifying characteristics
are its homogeneity and its strong tendency to weather, causing
loss of silica and color (Cooke 1936; Goodyear and Charles
1984:5).
Other Cherts. Chert is a cryptocrystalline rock, defined as
a "compact'^ siliceous rock formed of chalcedonic or opaline
silica, one or both, and of organic or precipitated origin"
(American Geological Institute 1962:82). A variety of other high
quality cherts are available in South Carolina, although
apparently in smaller quantities compared to the Allendale County
cherts of the Flint River Formation. Another Coastal Plain chert
is Buyck's chert, a highly fossiliferous and coarse chert
classified as "opaline coquina" (Upchurch 1984:138). It is
derived from the Black Mingo formation and occurs at Buyck's
Bluff (38CL17) on the lower Congaree River.
Piedmont chert is similar to Allendale chert in terms of
color, and to some extent in homogeneity. It is an opaque, very
fine-grained, siliceous material which is light or dark gray in
color. Piedmont chert exhibits fissures and inclusions and
displays somewhat irregular . fracturing properties (House and
Wogaman 1978:56). Piedmont chert is also known to occur from
quarried outcrops in the Piedmont. One such quarry was located
in Edgefield County in 1975 (Charles 1985).
Artifacts made from opaque and transluscent black, gray and
blue.cherts can be found in the South Carolina Piedmont. Many of
these no doubt originate in the Ridge and Valley Province (House
and Ballenger 1976:127; House and Wogaman 1978:56; Goodyear et
al. 1979:185). The banded black and gray translucent Knox chert
of Tennessee occurs in small, flat, spherical nodules with a soft
reddish tan, weathered calcareous cortex. Shady Dolomite
chalcedony from Tennessee is an opaque, waxy black material with
a pitted hard brown and gray cortex (Goodyear et al. 1979:185).
There is a strong likelihood that some of these cherts also
originated in the western Piedmont of South Carolina (Anderson
1979:37; Goodyear et al. 1979:185187), although no geological
sources have been found.
Piedmont Silicate. This category includes chert-like
silicates which have macroscopically visible grainy texture,
often visible as wavy lines where fissures have been filled by
silicate. Piedmont silicate lacks the waxy luster characteristic
of cherts (Novick 1978:432). Colors range from cream and tan to
green and brown, and this variety suggests this material may
occur in isolated cobbles.
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Felsic Tuff. Tuffs are formed from the compression and
metamorphosis of volcanic ash. Felsic tuff consists of a dark
gray, fine textured groundmass with white to buff (plagioclase
feldspar) phenocrysts (Novick 1978:428; Keith Derting, personal
communication). The weathered rock ranges from buff to tan to
yellow, and has a chalky surface (Novick 1978:428).
Differentially Crystalized Tuff. This is a very fine
grained, usually dark gray lithic material with visible zones of
coloration, quite often round or oval in shape, due to
differential crystalization of the material (Keith Derting,
personal communication).
Welded Vitric Tuff. This very fine-grained material
resembles chert, but the flake scars are less distinct, owing to
a grainier texture. Unlike felsic tuff which is formed from ash,
welded vitric tuffs are formed by the compaction of magma and
often contain extremely fine lines of quartz (Novick 1978:428).
This material, which may represent an impure chert, is one of the
minor fine-grained rocks in the Carolina slate belt formation
(Tippitt and Marquardt 1984:6-15).
Metavolcanic. This category includes specimens which seem
to be varieties of metamorphic or metavolcanic rocks which do not
fall into any of the previously mentioned categories.
Ferruginous Sandstone. This is an iron-cemented sandstone
with rough texture, due to the coarse sand inclusions, and is
reddish in color due to high iron content. Specimens were small
in size and do not appear to have been intentionally modified.
Hematite. This mineral seems to occur as part of
ferruginous sandstone, but is distinguished by its fine, powdery
limonite concentrations which could serve as sources of pigment.
Steatite. Steatite or soapstone is a metamorphosed talc,
formed by the hydration of ultramafic rocks. This material is
usually light gray or grayish-green in color and soft enough to
be scratched with a fingernail (Novick 1978:431).
Flotation
Flotation samples were taken from features and in two cases,
from general excavation levels. Size of the soil samples ranged
from 655 g to 1,795 g. Samples were placed in plastic ziplock
bags and locational information recorded. In the laboratory, all
samples were recorded on a log sheet and given a flotation
number. Samples were dried on trays and weighed prior to
flotation.
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A 55-gallon dnom belonging to the University of South
Carolina Department of Anthropology and constructed after the
SMAP machine (Watson 1976) was used. Water was introduced into
the drum by means of a hose and directed to a shower head
installed in the center of the drum. The water flow from the
shower head moved upward through a wire basket insert which
rested on iron bars welded to the side of the drum. The bottom
of the insert was covered with 1-mm mesh window screen.
As each sample was poured into the insert, water bubbling
from the shower head agitated the soil, causing the small, light
particles to float to the surface where they were carried over
the spout and into a .5-mm mesh geology sieve. The heavy
fraction was caught on the 1-mm screen in the bottom of the
basket insert. Sand finer than 1-mm fell through the screen to
the bottom of the drum. The insert and sieve were hosed out
thoroughly between each sample. Accumulated sand was cleaned
from the drum periodically by opening a release valve at the
bottom of the drum and washing it out with a hose.
Heavy and light fractions were removed from the insert and
sieve and placed on newspaper, then transferred to styrofoam
trays to dry. Each tray was labeled with the flotation sample
number and the original plastic ziplock bags remained with the
corresponding fractions. When dry, the heavy fraction was
rebagged in the original plastic bag and a new bag was made for
the light fraction. Worksheets were filled out for each sample,
listing general appearance, dry weight of unprocessed samples,
light fraction and heavy fraction weights, and presence of
charcoal and bone. Charcoal and charred hickory nut shells were
removed for radiocarbon samples. The remaining materials from
the flotation samples were not analyzed, and are curated at the




The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of the
1985 testing at the Nipper Creek site. Data are organized
according to auger tests, test excavations and geoarchaeological
studies, and are discussed in terms of the major areas of the
site: the stripped area. Northern and Southern Old Fields, and
woods (Figure 5, p. 41).
Auger Testing
Determination of Site Boundaries
The horizontal and vertical boundaries of 38RD18 were
defined by a combination of surface examination and auger
testing. The Richland County landfill north and west of the site
imposes artificial boundaries in two directions. Along the south
and east edges of the site, surface examination and auger testing
both indicated a decrease in cultural materials in moving
downslope from the level ground towards the creek.
The distributional maps for auger tests producing fire-
cracked rock and quartz flakes (Wetmore 1985: Maps 7 and 21)
show a similar distribution pattern for these two most plentiful
artifact categories. Their distribution forms an arc, extending
along the southern edge of the site from the Southern Old Field
through the woods, and northeast through the Northern Old Field.
This indicates that the undisturbed portion of the site is
bounded on the north by the sand-stripped level ground, on the
east and south by the lowlands along the creek, and on the west
by the Richland County landfill.
The auger tests confirmed the horizontal boundaries
suggested by surface survey and also established the vertical
extent of the site. Most auger tests were dug to a depth of 105
cm below the ground surface, but a few were continued as deep as
150 cm. With the exception of two or three questionable schist
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Figure 5. Site map of 38RD18,
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Eighteen auger tests were made in the stripped area to
assess the extent of damage done by topsoil removal and to
determine the existence of unaffected buried deposits. Auger
tests in this area contrast markedly from those made in other
portions of the site. No artifacts were found in five of the
auger tests in the stripped area, suggesting total removal of the
cultural deposits by the bulldozer. In instances where artifacts
were found, very few were recovered deeper than 30 cm below the
present ground surface.
Concentrations of fire-cracked rock and debitage in the
stripped area appear to be the scattered remains of Archaic
occupations. One large scatter, designated as Features 3-5
(Figure 19, p. 124), seemed to have some integrity and was mapped
and excavated to determine its stratigraphic condition.. Only
Feature 3 (Appendix E, p. 123, with an associated Morrow Mountain
hafted biface, continued below the surface; in this case, the
surface rocks covered an oval, charcoal-filled pit. The presence
of diagnostic Morrow Mountain, Guilford, and Savannah River
hafted bifaces, representing three distinct Middle and Late
Archaic phases, suggests that while some horizontal patterning
appears to exist, deflation has collapsed these components
together.
In the stripped area, fire-cracked rock was found in seven
auger tests, and flakes, chunks and a single mussel shell
fragment were also recovered. Flakes were of quartz, argillite,
Allendale chert, and rhyolite. The presence of cryptocrystalline
flakes, together with the surface find of a fluted hafted biface
base, suggests that portions of the earliest Indian occupation
may have escaped the bulldozer.
Absent from the auger tests in this area were historic
materials, sherds, daub, charred hickory nut shells, and flakes
of several exotic materials (crystal quartz, orthoquartzite, blue
chert and felsic tuff). While data from the auger tests in the
stripped area allowed us to define site boundaries, they appeared
too truncated to contribute to stratigraphic understanding.
Stratigraphic Indications
The discussion in this section focuses on auger test data
from the woods and old fields and does not include auger test
data from the stripped area. In the essentially undisturbed
woods and old fields, artifacts were found at depths of a meter
or more in nearly every case.
Categories were developed to analyze the auger test
materials. These include four types of historic materials
(ceramics, glass, brick, and metal); Woodland period sherds; daub
or burned clay fragments; mussel shell; charcoal (wood and
charred hickory nut shells); fire-cracked rock; flakes; chunks;
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bifaces, and tools. Chunks and flakes were also classified by
lithic raw material and type. For purposes of auger tests only,
the term "chunk" included naturally occurring and weathered
fragments as well as debitage. Tables presenting descriptions of
artifactual material by type and depth are listed in Appendix D,
and are only briefly sxammarized here.
Seven auger tests were placed in the woods (Figure 5, p.
41), one at the extreme eastern edge of the site and the
remaining seven between the Northern and Southern Old Fields.
Cultural remains were recovered from depths as great as 75-120 cm
below ground surface.
Nearly the full range of artifact categories were recovered
in the woods, although no Woodland sherds, charcoal, or flakes of
felsic tuff or blue chert were found. Historic materials were
represented by a single brick fragment from Auger Test (A.T.) 14.
Auger test 18 was the only one to produce mussel shell and
charred hickory nut shells, while crystal quartz and
orthoquartzite flakes came from single auger tests. Fire-cracked
rock, quartz and argillite flakes and quartz chunks were found in
all auger tests placed in the wooded area.
Nine auger tests were placed in the Northern Old Field and
18 auger tests in the Southern Old Field. They produced somewhat
different patterns. The average lowest depth for artifacts was
90 cm in the Northern Old Field and between 75-90 cm in the
Southern Old Field. All artifact types except orthoquartzite
flakes were present in the Northern Old Field, while the Southern
Old Field lacked Woodland sherds, daub, and flakes of Allendale
chert, blue chert, and orthoquartzite.
Historic Materials. The majority of the historic materials
came from auger tests 8 and 19 in the Northern Old Field; only
one auger test in this field failed to reveal evidence of
historic occupation. The fact that earthenware, glass, and metal
were recovered from A.T. 8-12 while only single nail and glass
fragments came from A.T. 19-21 suggests the presence of a house
in the former location. The quantity of brick from the second
area may be from another type of structure. One brick fragment
came from the 0-15 cm level of A.T. 14. This auger test was
located approximately 50 meters southeast of a former 18th
century house foundation (South 1977:225, 260).
In the Southern Old Field, a barn formerly stood in the
vicinity of A.T. 25 (Post et al. 1984; U.S.D.A. aerial photograph
1970). A flat metal fragment from A.T. 25 and slag, glass, metal
and nails from A.T. 30 may be associated with this structure.
Woodland sherds. Sherds of four different surface finishes
[plain (N=3), burnished (N=l), checkstamped (N=l), and simple-
stamped (N=1)] were present in A.T. 8 and 10 in the Northern Old
Field (Appendix D, Table D-4). Plain sherds are not generally
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diagnostic, but the burnished sherd is typical of Mississippian
period ceramics, and the check- and simple-stamped sherds are
characteristic of the Early to Middle Woodland Deptford Series
(Anderson et al. 1982:281). Fired clay fragments, possibly daub,
occurred in four adjacent auger tests in the southeast field and
in two auger tests in the woods.
Plant and animal remains. Shell, probably from fresh-water
mussels, was most plentiful in the Northern Old Field. Shell
also came from A.T. 29 and 39 in the Southern Old Field, A.T. 18
in the woods, and A.T. 48 at the north edge of the stripped area.
Vertically, there was wide variation in the depths at which shell
was recovered.
Charred hickory nut shells were present in six auger tests,
four in the Northern Old Field, and one each in the woods and
Southern Old Field. Wood charcoal was more widely distributed,
appearing in three auger tests in the Northern Old Field and four
in the Southern Old Field. Five of the six auger tests
containing hickory nut shells also contained mussel shell, while
only two auger tests had both wood charcoal and mussel shell.
Three of the four auger tests, which contained mussel shell,
hickory nut shells, and daub were located in the Northern Old
Field.
Flakes. Tabulations of flakes from the woods and old fields
by lithic raw material and depth are shown in Tables D-10 to D-19
in Appendix D. More than half (58%) of all flakes were quartz,
and appeared in 28 (82%) of the 34 auger tests made in the woods
and old fields. Quartz flakes came from all auger tests in the
woods and Northern Old Field and 72% of those in the Southern Old
Field.
In the Northern and Southern Old Fields, the greatest number
of quartz flakes occurred in the 45-60 cm level, and decreased
sharply after the 60-75 cm level (Table D-11). A similar pattern
is seen in the woods, except that the highest number of quartz
flakes appears in the 60-75 cm level.
Argillite flakes appeared in 50% of the woods and old fields
auger tests but were not as widely distributed as were the quartz
flakes. Seventy percent of the argillite flakes (N=55) came from
the Northern Old Field, where the heaviest concentration was in
the 45-60 cm level. Of the remaining flakes, 20%" came the woods
at depths of 45-60 cm and below; and 9% from the Southern Old
Field.
Metavolcanic flakes were present in A.T. 37 and 38 in the
Southern Old Field, four tests in the woods and five tests in the
Northern Old Field. Vertically, there is little variation in
number of flakes per level between the different site areas. Due
to the texture of the stone, only 3 of the 24 metavolcanic flakes
appeared to be thinning flakes,
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While half as numerous as argillite flakes, rhyolite flakes
had nearly as wide a horizontal distribution at the site,
appearing in 14 woods and old fields auger tests as compared with
18 auger tests for argillite. All flakes of this material were
thinning flakes, with 64% recovered from the Northern Old Field,
24% from the Southern Old Field, and 10% from the woods.
Vertically, the maximum concentration of rhyolite flakes was at
30-45 cm in the Northern Old Field and at 45-60 cm in the
Southern Old Field.
All the felsic tuff flakes were thinning flakes. Fifteen of
the 16 flakes recovered from the woods and old field auger tests
came from A.T. 10 in the Northern Old Field and were concentrated
in the 45-60 cm level. A few thinning flakes of four other types
of cryptocrystalline material were retrieved by the auger. Two
Allendale chert flakes came from the woods and two more from the
Northern Old Field. Crystal quartz flakes were found in two
Southern Old Field auger tests and one auger test each in the
Northern Old Field and woods. Blue chert appeared at two auger
tests in the Northern Old Field and orthoquartzite from one auger
test in the woods.
Bifaces and Other Tools. Four bifaces were recovered in the
auger testing: an unidentified, stemmed biface from A.T. 18 in
the woods, and three bifaces from the Southern Old Field. These
included an undiagnostic quartz biface from the 60-75 cm level of
A.T. 25, an Early Archaic quartz Taylor or Palmer notched hafted
biface from the 60-75 cm level of A.T. 34, and an unidentified
rhyolite biface tip from the 1530 cm level of A.T. 35.
The only other tools came from the Southern Old Field.
These were a granite cobblestone from the 60-75 cm level of A.T,
25 and a uniface crudely made on a flat, weathered quartz cobble
from the 45-60 cm level of A.T. 40.
Summary
The auger testing was successful in the two objectives of
defining site boundaries and determining stratigraphy. No deeply
buried layer was encountered beneath the sand-stripped area, and
the decrease in artifact density helped define the eastern,
western, and southern boundaries of the site. Approximately 40%
of the site appears to be undisturbed. The differential
distributions of artifact types and lithic raw materials suggest
discrete activity areas and changing site use through time.
The distribution of lithic types in the auger tests appears
to correspond closely with surface collections and the
preliminary results of the three excavation units. Only two
types of lithic raw materials (Piedmont silicate and
differentially crystallized tuff) were recovered from the surface
that were not present in the auger tests. Fire-cracked rock is
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widely distributed both in auger tests and on the surface. Fire-
cracked rock appeared in the expected levels of Squares A and B
as did historic materials and Woodland sherds in Square C.
A more precise definition of site boundaries could have been
achieved by placing auger tests on a systematic grid or by
extending auger tests until sterile holes were obtained in all
directions. Given the constraints of field and laboratory time,
these options were not feasible. The auger testing at Nipper
Creek helped delineate site boundaries and provided a rapid and
reliable subsurface view of the site upon which to predicate the
location of limited test excavations.
Test Excavations
Squares A and B
Squares A and B were placed in the wooded area (Figure 5, p.
41) where Auger Test 18 indicated a concentration of fire-cracked
rock between 60-75 cm. These 2 x 2 m squares were dug
separately, but are considered here as one unit for purposes of
analysis. Excavation was done in arbitrary 10 cm levels. The
plow zone was a dark brown (Munsell 10YR4/3) for the first 20 cm,
shading to brown (10YR5/3) between 20-30 cm. Below that, soil
color lightened to yellowish brown (10YR5/4K
Very little artifactual material was recovered from the plow
zone (0-30 cm). At this depth, a plow scar (Feature 7) provided
evidence that at least portions of the woods were formerly
cultivated. Historic materials consisted of a very recent nail
and one pewter and glass gentleman's coat button (South, personal
communication 1985). One very corroded Woodland sherd was found,
along with small quantities of charred wood, daub, flakes, and
fire-cracked rock.
A distinct increase in flakes (Table 2, p. 47) and fire-
cracked rock (Table 3, p. 48) was observed in Level D (30-40 cm).
Three biface fragments and a stemmed drill (Figureo 6D) were
recovered. Although no diagnostics were found in this level, it
is probably part of the Savannah River phase occupation
identified in Level E, based on the stemmed drill and large
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Figure 6. Late and Middle Archaic hafted bifaces and
tools. A-C: Savannah River; D; drill; E: abrading
or sharpening stone; F: Otarre; G; MALA; H-M:
Guilford.
Catalog numbers: A (38RD18-21-2); B {38RD18-22-33);
C (38RD18-22-16); D (38RD18-21-1); E (38RD18-21-20);
F (38RD18-21-26); G (38RD18-22-15; H (38RD18-22-14);
I (38RD18-21-25); J (38RD18-22-18); K (38RD18-21-29);
L (38RD18-100-11); M (38RD18-21-31).
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A dense midden was encountered in Level E (40-50 cm). It
was identified as belonging to the Late Archaic Savannah River
phase by the presence of a Savannah River hafted biface (Figure
6A) as well as two probable Savannah River biface fragments and a
steatite disk fragment (Figure 7A). A narrow abrader (Figure 6E)
of phyllite, an argillaceous rock intermediate in metamorphic
grade between slate and schist (American Geological Insitute
1976:327), exhibited a series of grooves 4 mm wide. This groove
width suggests the smoothing, sharpening, or manufacture of thin
cylindrical objects, such as bone awls, pins, or perforating
tools (Coe 1964; Goodyear 1974:71). Three utilized flakes, all
of argillite, were also present. Two quartz biface bases,
tentatively identified as Guilford hafted bifaces, were also
recovered from the lower half of Level E.
Four concentrations of fire-cracked rock (Features 1, 2, 13
and 14) in Level E (Figure 8) were interpreted as hearths.
Biface fragments were associated with Features 2, 13 and 14, and
cobblestones with Features 1 and 14. Only Feature 13 had enough
depth to continue into the next level. Small pebble-size
fragments of hematite, limonite, and ferruginous sandstone, were
present throughout Level E. • The former two materials were often
used as sources of pigment. Three utilized flakes, all of
argillite, and a perforated steatite disk (Figure 7B) were also
present in this Savannah River assemblage. The proportion of
flake lithic raw materials was essentially the same as from Level
D, the most abundant material being quartz, followed by
argillite.
There is some evidence of mixing in Level F, since a Late
Archaic Otarre hafted biface (Figure 6F) was recovered at a depth
of 50.5 cm, a MALA hafted biface (Figure 6G) at 54 cm, and two
Savannah River points (Figure 63,C) at 57 and 59.5 cm,
respectively. In Level F, four Guilford hafted bifaces (Figure
6H-K) were plotted at depths of 52.5-56 cm.
From depth measurements of the diagnostic hafted bifaces
(Table 4) it can be seen that while the Savannah River occupation
overlays the Guilford occupation, there is little vertical
separation. One more worked steatite fragment and a bipolar core
complete the tools identified in this 50-60 cm level.
Features 6, 13 and 18 in Level F (Figure 9) were identified
as hearths. Feature 18 consisted entirely of fire-cracked rocks
and is tentatively identified as a Savannah River hearth on the
basis^ of its depth (51-52 cm). Below it, at 59-62 cm. Feature 6






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 7. Perforated steatite dis
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While one Guilford hafted biface (Figure 6M) vas by depth in
the top of Level G (60-70 cm), the remainder of this level and
part of the one below it were clearly a Middle Archaic Morrow
Mountain occupation (Figure 10, p. 56). Worked artifacts were
piece-plotted, whenever they occurred in the level. When lithic
concentrations or groupings were designated as features, our
excavation strategy was to record the locations and depths of
firecracked rock and even flakes on the feature forms, but time
did not permit mapping fire-cracked rock and flakes in the
general level outside of features.
Six features (9, 10, 11, 12, 19, and 20), were recorded in
Level G (Figure 11). Feature 19 (Figure 10), at the center of
Square B, contained seven Morrow Mountain hafted bifaces, biface
fragments and preforms (Figure 12 A-G), a crude uniface (Figure
12-0), cobblestones, and flake cores. Three more Morrow Mountain
hafted bifaces (Figure 12H-J) were associated with flakes,
chunks, and more fire-cracked rock in Feature 20. Cobblestones
were found in Features 9 and 10, while Feature 11 contained two
quartz chunks which appeared to be flake cores.
The Morrow Mountain occupation continued into the top
portion of Level H (Figure 13), with three diagnostic Morrow
Mountain hafted bifaces (Figure 12K-M) being mapped at depths of
71-75 cm. Two crude unifaces (Figure 12P-Q), a hammerstone and a
retouched flake completed the tool inventory for this level. The
unifaces in this Morrow Mountain assemblage are crude in form and
the steep retouching characteristically consists of large, gapped
flake scars which leave an uneven, scalloped appearance. Coe's
Type II end scraper (1964:76, Figure 65C) fits this description.
In contrast, the unifacial scrapers associated with Early Archaic
and Paleoindian assemblages generally exhibit careful retouch.
Feature 21 in Level H was interpreted as a hearth.
An apparent hiatus then occurs, as no diagnostics were
recorded for the lower half of Level H or top half of Level I
(Table 4, p. 51). In Level I (Figure 14) the next diagnostic
hafted bifaces are a Taylor sidenotched point (Figure 15B) and a
Taylor/Palmer notched point (Figure 15C). These were recovered
from depths of 85 and 86 cm.
The oldest occupation identified in this test unit, also in
Level I, was the Dalton phase (8,500-7,900 B.C.). A diagnostic
Dalton biface (Figure 15D) and well-made unifacial end scraper
(Figure 15J) were found together in this level. A total of 11
unifaces (Table 5, Figure 15G-K,M,P-U), commonly associated with
Early Archaic and Paleoindian assemblages, were recovered between
80-90 cm. Other tools found in Level I were a bipolar core, a
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Figure 12. Morrow Mountain hafted bifaces (A-N) and
unifaces (O-Q).
Catalog numbers: A (38RD18-22-27); B (38RD18-22-28);
C (38RD18-22-29); D (38RD18-22-35); E (38RD18-22-43);
F (38RD18-22-30); G (38RD18-22-25); H (38RD18-22-37)
I (38RD18-22-42); J {38RD18-22-46); K (38RD18-22-50);
L (38RD18-22-31); M (38RD18-22-34); N (38RD18-21-28);
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Figure 15. Early Archaic and Paleoindian hafted bi-
faces and unifaces. A-C: Taylor/Palmer; D: Dalton;
E: Clovis; F-L: "Tear-drop" end scrapers; M-N;
Centripitally flaked scrapers; 0-R: Uniface








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Two more unifacial end-scrapers (Figure 15-0,P) of quartz
and crystal quartz were in the last level excavated, between
90-100 cm. While these could be associated with the Palmer or
Dalton phases, it is equally possible that they represent
Paleoindian tools. This likelihood is strengthened by the site's
depth and the surface find of a fluted point which docviments the
presence of Paleoindians at the site.
There are several ways to categorize unifacial scrapers.
The "tear-drop"-shaped end scrapers have a steep, unifacially
flaked scraping bit and tapered margins which are interpreted as
preparation of a stem for hafting (Goodyear 1974:43-44). This
type of end scraper has long been associated with Paleoindian and
Early Archaic sites in the East (Coe 1964:73).
Most "tear-drop" end scrapers afe made on a thick, prismatic
flake (Figure 15F-L). Specimens in the second row of Figure 15
show the basic form of the tool, while two specimens (Figure
15J-K) show tear-drop scrapers which have been snapped off at the
haft and another (Figure 15L) which was worn down to a slug and
probably discarded.
While no thin discoidal scrapers of the type reported by Coe
(1964: Figure 67B) and Goodyear et al. (1979:193, Figure 201-J)
were found at Nipper Creek, two specimens of centripitally flaked
scrapers (Figure 15M,N) were found at Nipper Creek. One (Figure
15M) is made on a thin rectangular flake, while the second
(Figure 15N) is made on a small, thick, oval flake. Both exhibit
centripital flaking along all margins, as described by Goodyear
et al. (1979:193). None of the unifacial scrapers found at
Nipper Creek exhibited graver spurs.
Three unifacial scraper fragments (Figure 15-0-Q) were
excavated, the first made on a thick flake of crystal quartz and
the other two on thin flakes of Allendale chert and welded vitric
tuff. The fragments are not large enough to determine if these
were originally end scrapers or some other type. It is difficult
to categorize the next specimen (Figure 15R), which appears to be
reworked on a hafted biface, since the working edge is bifacially
flaked.
One type of side or combination side/end scraper exhibits
careful steep marginal retouch on the working edge, but is made
on a thick, irregularly shaped chunk or flake (Figure 15S,T).
This type corresponds to the unhafted scraper type described by
Goodyear et al. 1979:187).
All edge angles were measured by A. C. Goodyear and the
reported angle (Table 5, p. 62) represents the average of five
measurements. The procedure used (Goodyear et al. 1979:189) was
to place the working edge over a sheet of paper on which angles
taken from a protractor were drawn at 5' intervals. The ventral
face of the tool was placed on a horizontal plane reading zero
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degrees and the angle of inclination away from zero was estimated
by eye to the nearest degree. Measurements were taken at the
center point of the working edge to obtain the technological or
manufacturing angle as opposed to a "functional" angle caused by
wear attrition.
For the well-made, "tear-drop"-shaped end scrapers excavated
at Nipper Creek (N=7), the average edge angle was 64.5", compared
with an edge angle of 62.0' for similar hafted stemmed end
scrapers (N=5) reported from the Laurens-Anderson interriverine
survey (Goodyear et al. 1979:192).
Radiocarbon dates. Carbonized hickory nut shells were found
in decreasing quantities from Level E (40-50 cm) to Level I
(80-90 cm), and radiocarbon dates were obtained for each level
(Table 6). The date of 4150 ± 70 (2,200 B.C.) appears to be in
the correct range for the 40-50 cm. level, which contained
Savannah River diagnostics. The radiocarbon dates for the lower
levels containing Guilford, Morrow Mountain, Taylor/Palmer and
Dalton hafted bifaces are too recent when compared with dates for
similar horizons elsewhere in the Southeast (Chapman 1976, 1985;
Blanton and Sassaman 1985).
TABLE 6
RADIOCARBON DATES (UNCORRECTED) FROM 38RD18
Level Depth
(cm)
Sample No. C-14 Years B.P. Lab No.
E 40-50 SCIAA #1 4150 ± 70 B.P. B-14846
F 50-60 SCIAA #2 4190 ± 90 B.P. B-14847
G 60-70 SCIAA #3 4710 ± 60 B.P. B-14848
H 70-80 SCIAA #4 5520 ± 150 B.P. B-14849
I 80-90 SCIAA #5 7590 ± 95 B.P. B-14850
Several factors may be operative in this case. Charcoal and
charred hickory nut shells for dating were taken from arbitrary
10 cm. levels, which bisected the deposits of distinct
components, thus mixing material from separate cultural-
historical phases. A slope of 8 cm was present from the north to
south boundaries of the 2 m excavation units. No adjustment was
made for slope in depth measurements, which were taken from the
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ground surface. A finer-grained excavation strategy would reduce
the range of variation from both of these factors.
A third source of error could be the movement of charcoal
downward through the sandy matrix of the site. From the larger
amounts of charred hickory nut shells noted in the upper levels,
any downward movement of this material would skew the dates
obtained for lower levels. In any case, these five dates
document the presence of very ancient prehistoric charcoal, and
the progressively older dates with increasing depth suggests
minimal vertical disturbance of the discrete cultural-historical
deposits.
Square C
This 1 X 2 m unit was laid out with transit and tape in the
Northern Old Field over Auger Test 8 (Figure 5, p. 41). This
location was chosen because of the historic and Woodland
materials recovered in this auger test. The plowzone (0-25 cm)
was removed as as a single level, and subsequent levels were
removed in arbitrary 10-cm units to a depth of 105 cm. Below the
plow zone, soil color remained a fairly constant yellowish brown
(Munsell 10YR5/8) to light yellowish brown (Munsell 10YR6/4).
Considerable mixture of materials in the plow zone (0-25 cm)
was apparent from the presence of Middle Archaic Guilford and
Morrow Mountain hafted bifaces together with Woodland period
sherds and historic materials. Distributional data for historic
artifacts, sherds and daub, fire-cracked rock and debitage, and
diagnostics are shown in Tables 7-10.
All of the historic materials present in Square C (Table 7)
were found in the plow zone. In terms of South's (1977:95-96)
functional categories, the Architectural group contained the most
specimens: brick bats (N=88), some exhibiting kiln glazing;
nails (N=15); and window glass (N=2). The Kitchenware group
ranked next in frequency, including creamware (N=25), pearlware
(N=10), earthenware (N=6), stoneware (N=2); and bottle glass
(N=17).
Other groups represented were Tobacco Pipe (two kaolin pipe
fragments); Clothing (two buttons); and the Arms group (one lead
shot). Eight flat, corroded iron fragments were unidentified,
but may have been from barrel hoops. No items were present from
the Furniture, Personal, or Activities groups.
- 65 -
Table 7















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































other materials which may have been either historic
or prehistoric were daub, charred wood, hickory nut
shells, and faunal remains. The latter consisted of four
tooth fragments [deer {N=3); unidentified (N=l)]; mussel
shell (N=3); and turtle shell (N=l).
Nearly half of the Woodland sherds (Table 8, p. 67)
were too small or eroded for identification of surface
finish. Ceramics with a plain surface finish are seldom
diagnostic, and are difficult to place temporally
(Anderson 1979; Trinkley 1983:44). Cordmarked and
fabric-impressed sherds have a long period of use, from
Early Woodland to Late Woodland and Mississippian times
(Ferguson 1971:205). Check- and linear check-stamped
sherds are typical of the Early Woodland Deptford series
(Trinkley 1983:45).
Hafted bifaces were found in only two levels below
the plow zone, although non-diagnostic bifaces were
recorded for all but the lowest level (Table 9).
Although flakes of most lithic raw materials present at
this site were found in Square C (Table 10), with two
exceptions, hafted bifaces and tools were made from
quartz or rhyolite.
No diagnostics were present in Level C (35-45 cm).
The high percentage of argillite flakes suggests the
presence of a Savannah River occupation, since this
material was heavily used during Late Archaic times.
In Level D.(45-55 cm), Guilford (N=l) and Morrow
Mountain (N=l) diagnostic Middle Archaic hafted bifaces
were recovered. Beginning with this level, the voliome of
fire-cracked rock and number of flakes increases by a
factor of four (Table 9, p. 67). The percentage of
quartz and crystal quartz flakes increases dramatically,
while Allendale chert and metavolcanic flakes increase
only slightly and flakes of other materials decrease in
number. Only quartz shows any number of "other" flakes,
suggesting that early manufacturing stages of tools at
the site customarily involved only this locally available
material. Chunks of quartz and metavolcanic rock
appeared throughout the level, and two small fragments of
steatite were present.
The largest quantities of fire-cracked rock, flakes,
and other tools were present in Level E (55-65 cm) (Table
9, p. 67). A concentration of quartz flakes was observed
in the northwest corner of this level. Although no
hafted bifaces were present, other bifaces (N=4) and
unifaces (N=2) were found in this level. There is a
slight decrease in the number and percentage of quartz,
crystal quartz and Allendale chert flakes between Levels
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E and F, and a slight increase in the number of rhyolite,
argillite and metavolcanic flakes.
Level F (65-75 cm) contained one Palmer hafted
biface, but all other artifact categories showed a marked
decrease in niomber from the previous level (Table 9, p.
67). The single uniface from Level F (Figure 15F, p. 61)
is a well-made end scraper of Allendale chert.
Less than 40 flakes are present in Level G (75-85
cm) (Table 9), and the majority of these are quartz or
crystal quartz. An Early Archaic Palmer corner-notched
hafted biface made of Piedmont silicate was found at a
depth of 77 cm, together with a biface base, preform
base, and battered cobblestone. Nineteen flakes were
found in the 85-95 cm level, and between 95-100 cm where
the unit was closed out, only two pebbles were found.
The only feature (Niomber 23) recorded in Square C
was an oval, uniformly gray, soil stain along the south
wall of the unit. It appeared at a depth of 58 cm and
flattened out at 95 cm. Based on the indefinite bottom
and apparent roots, this feature was identified as a tree
root.
Surface Collections
A number of hafted bifaces and unifaces were
recovered during fieldwork, mostly from surface contexts.
Data on these hafted bifaces is presented in Table
11, p. 71, and similar information on unifacial scrapers
is found in Table 12, p. 73.
Geoarchaeoloqical Studies
Only a brief summary of 38RD18's geology and
geoarchaeology is given here, since Dr. D. J. Colquhoun's




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Dr. Colquhoun established that the structureless
quartz sand covering the site derived from weathered
granite saprolite. Site formation is due to colluvial
sediments rather than from alluvial deposits as
previously mapped (See Appendix C), and this process of
slow mass-wastage is still active.
The rate of sedimentation has greatly accelerated in
historic times, largely as a result of European
settlement and deforestation. Preliminary calculations
show that the sedimentation rate since the early
nineteenth century has increased over ten orders of
magnitude when compared with the prehistoric
sedimentation rate.
Because no depositional structures were apparent in
the walls of the excavation units, a soil peel (Figure
16) was taken to a depth of 2.2 m below ground level, or
twice the depth at which cultural materials were
recovered. Examination of the peel in the laboratory
revealed the existence of faint, horizontal structural
bands, ranging in width from a few mms to 2 cm in
thickness. These bands occur between 43-48 cm and 53-92
cm.
Textural analysis of the peel showed that poorer
sorting, negative skewness, and increased clay and silt
coincided with man's presence in the area and probably is
directly related to the intensity of the occupation.
There is evidence that humans lived in the area some
1,000 years ago and the principal period of occupation
occurred in conjuction with a change to oak-pine
deciduous forests and a warming climate. Occupation
decreased drastically around 5,000 years ago with the













The purpose of the work reported in this paper was to
evaluate the significance of 38RD18 for nomination of the site to
the National Register of Historic Places. The previous chapters
have described the context and archaeological background of the
site, the methods used to gather data, and the results of
testing. In this concluding chapter, the findings will be
summarized and the occupational history of the site outlined.
The final section discusses the significance of the Nipper Creek
site in terms of the information it can provide to the solution
of questions in regional archaeology and to broader
anthropological concerns involving the nature of cultural
adaptation and change.
Findings
1. The site boundaries have been defined through a
combination of pedestrian survey and surface inspection, auger
testing, and test excavations. Through these • methods, the
integrity of the site has been assessed.
-Nipper Creek itself forms a natural boundary to the east,
separating the gently sloping ground west of the creek where
38RD18 is located from steeper ground east of the creek. The
site boundaries on the other three sides basically follow the
current Trinity Foundation property line, since the land on which
the Nipper Creek site is located is bounded on the south by the
Dreyfus granite quarry and on the north and most of the west by
the Richland County landfill. If the site once covered a larger
area than described here, and that is very likely, the industrial
land-altering activities of the landfill and quarry have
effectively truncated the site at the northern, western, and
southern property lines.
Auger testing revealed that in the woods and old fields, the
depth of the site is slightly over a meter. These prehistoric
deposits are below the plow zone and show little evidence of
disturbance. Where topsoil had been removed from the central
portion of the site, cultural materials were differentially
preserved. In some places, sterile auger tests indicated
complete removal of former occupations, while in other places
cultural materials were found to a depth of 30-45 cm.
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Numerous lithic scatters and individual artifacts are visible on
the ground in the old fields, stripped area, and hillside as far
north as the road.
2. Excavation test squares in two areas of the site reveal
that 38RD18 is a deep (1.10 m), stratified site containing buried
Archaic deposits based on time-sensitive artifacts. . The classic
Southern Appalachian Piedmont cultural-historical sequence as
described by Coe (1964) is present, with obvious vertical
separation between the various phases. Numerous features
consisting of clusters of fire-cracked rock, stone debitage, and
artifacts are present for the major Archaic cultural-historical
periods, providing evidence of site integrity.
3. The Nipper Creek site differs from most Piedmont sites,
which consist of shallow deposits or surface scatters on highly
eroded red clay soils, as it is buried in deep sand. The deep,
sandy deposit of 38RD18 is similar to Upper Coastal Plain and
fall-line sand hills soils. Nipper Creek, however, is clearly
Piedmont in physiography and the sand source is very local in
origin. Based on the report of the geology consultant (Appendix
C) sediment accumulation at the site is exclusively related to a
colluvial system, in which decompositon of a granite pluton in
the Carolina slate belt formation has buried occupational layers
in fine sand. This colluvial deposit, containing artifacts as
deep as 1.10 m, distinguishes 38RD18 from all other known
interfluvial prehistoric sites both in the Piedmont and Coastal
Plain of South Carolina. The Nipper Creek site is a full 40 cm
deeper than other known prehistoric sites in the state.
A soil peel was taken which covers not only the 11,000 years
of human habitation at the site, but probably an equal length of
time prior to this, spanning the change from Pleistocene to
Holocene climatic and environmental conditions. Geological as
well as artifactual evidence for h\aman occupation was obtained.
Preliminary analysis of the soil peel reveals a structural
patterning which shows a correlation between silt and clay
content and human occupation at the site. The geoarchaeological
data shows promise in providing climatic information in
coordination with palynological work for the area.
The Occupational History of Nipper Creek
The accepted prehistoric cultural sequence for the
Southeastern United States is based on the work of Coe (1964) and
refined by Broyles (1971), Chapman (1976) and others. In this
section, the chronological sequence of Nipper Creek (Figure 17,
p. 78) will be discussed in relation to this regional framework.
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Figure 17. Profile of Squares A and B showing Archaic
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Due to generally poor preservation conditions, ident
ification of prehistoric cultural phases in the Southeast rests
heavily on the presence of diagnostic stone tools, especially
hafted bifaces. Materials less durable than stone generally do
not survive long in the Southeast. The hafted bifaces on which
the following discussion is based (Table 13, p. 80) are from the
1985 test excavations, surface collections made by the South
Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology, and the Tommy
Charles collection.
Paleoindian
The earliest evidence of human occupation throughout North
America occurs at the end of the Pleistocene period, prior to the
emergence of modern environmental conditions. This first
cultural horizon has been dated to between 10,500-8,500 B.C. in
the eastern United States (Griffin 1967; MacDonald 1971; Gardner
1974; Smith 1986) and is identified by a distinctive fluted
lanceolate point or hafted biface.
The presence of Paleoindians at 38RD18 is indicated by the
base of a fluted point found on the surface (Figure 15E). This
base is made of flow-banded rhyolite and is fluted on only one
side, with a morphological similarity to the Small Clovis type
described by Michie (1977: Figure 4). Of the 300 fluted points
reported in South Carolina as of May 1986, approximately 15% have
come from fall-line contexts (Charles, personal communication
1986). The high proportion of fluted points reported from fall-
line contexts (Charles, Michie 1977:95), the depth of Nipper
Creek cultural deposits, and the presence of a fluted point at
38RD18 all favor the likelihood that 38RD18 may contain
Paleoindian cultural materials in a stratified context.
Early Archaic
The Early Archaic is considered a time of adaptation to the
modern Holocene environment (Griffin 1967:178) and is divided
into a number of phases, each identified by a diagnostic hafted
biface. Technologically, the Early Archaic can be seen as a
continuation of previous Paleoindian adaptation, as a strong
emphasis on unifacially-worked flake tools on cryptocrystalline
raw materials was maintained. The widespread geographic
distribution of tools made on cryptocrystalline lithics during


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Dalton. This phase, dating ca. 8,500-7,900 B.C. (Goodyear
1982)"^ is, considered by some as a transitional phase between the
presumed Paleoindian hunting-oriented subsistence and more
diversified hunting-gathering strategies.
One Dalton hafted biface of flow-banded rhyolite was
excavated at a depth of 88 cm in the 1985 test excavations. In
outline, it resembles the traditional Dalton form farther west,
but it is bifacially resharpened. Three other Daltons from this
site in private collections have been examined. One is a basal
fragment of Allendale chert in the Fort Jackson collection. The
second is made of rhyolite and is in the Charles collection. The
third specimen of Piedmont silicate from the Charles collection
resembles Coe's Hardaway side-notched type (1964; Figure 57).
Side- and Corner-notched Types. Notched hafted bifaces are
characteristic of the Early Archaic period, and are identified
regionally by different names. On heavily worn and resharpened
specimens it is often difficult to determine which type of
notching is present. For that reason, indeterminate specimens
are designated here as Taylor/Palmer hafted bifaces. One such
indeterminate specimen (Figure 15C) of quartz was excavated at a
depth of 85 cm and 26 Taylor/Palmers were surface finds. Quartz
and orthoquartzite appear to be the favored raw materials (Table
13, p. 80).
In South Carolina, the Taylor side-notched hafted biface was
defined by Michie ^966:123) and is believed to be slightly
earlier in time (8,000-7,500 B.C., Goodyear et al. 1979:100-101)
than the Early Archaic corner-notched types. One Taylor hafted
biface of quartz (Figure 15B) was excavated at a depth of 86 cm.
The Palmer corner-notched hafted biface (Coe 1964: 67,69)
is characterized by its narrow U-shaped corner-notches, deep
serrations and ground base. One Palmer corner-notched specimen
of Piedmont silicate was excavated in Square C (Figure 15A).
Kirk. Coe (1964:69-71) distinguished this morphologically
similar but stratigraphically higher type from the earlier Palmer
on the basis of its larger size, less fine workmanship, and
absence of basal grinding. This basis for separating Palmer and
Kirk types has not always been this clear at other Southeastern
sites. Chapman (1976:2-5) includes both the smaller Palmer and
larger Kirk corner-notched types in his Kirk Corner Notched
cluster, with a date range of 7,500-6,900 B.C. He does find a
tendency way from basal grinding in the later (Kirk) period, but
workmanship rather than size appears to be the main factor by
whch these types can be separated.
Kirk corner-notched hafted bifaces are less common in South
Carolina than Palmers. No Kirks were recovered during field
work, but three specimens are present in the Charles collection,
two of rhyolite and one of metavolcanic material. All specimens
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appear to be the Kirk side-notched variety identified by Coe
(1964:6971).
Bifurcate Base. One very small, deeply serrated rhyolite
specimen of this type was present in the Charles collection.
This hafted biface is relatively thick in form and resembles a
St. Albans more than it does a LeCroy (Chapman 1975).
Middle Archaic
The Middle Archaic is characterized by a change from notched
to stemmed hafted bifaces, and there is also a visible shift in
lithic raw material use, which is believed to be linked to an
expedient as opposed to a curated technology (Goodyear et al.
1979). Throughout the Eastern United States, the
cryptocrystalline materials favored by Paleoindian and Early
Archaic cultures are replaced by locally available materials. In
the South Appalachian region, quartz tends to be the favored
local raw material (Canouts and Goodyear 1985). The Middle
Archaic period of the South Carolina Piedmont is divided into the
Morrow Mountain and Guilford phases.
The Morrow Mountain manifestation was the most prominent of
the Archaic phases found at 38RD18 during testing. Test
excavations uncovered a large work area, containing seven
features. These were tentatively identified as hearths and
manufacturing areas, based on the amounts of fire-cracked rock,
tools and debitage present. Twelve quartz Morrow Mountain hafted
bifaces were excavated from the Morrow Mountain level, together
with a few thick, crude unifacial tools, flake tools,
cobblestones and chunks. One blade section of an unknown hafted
biface made from heat-treated Allendale chert was recovered from
the Morrow Mountain level also. Heat treating is characteristic
of the Middle Archaic period of the Coastal Plain.
Quartz is the material overwhelmingly used by Morrow
Mountain people, and from Nipper Creek surface collections, 118
of the 125 Morrow Mountain hafted bifaces recovered (94.4%) are
of this material, the others being made from rhyolite, argillite,
and metavolcanic materials (Table 13).
Guilford. The distribution of the lanceolate hafted biface
diagnostic of this phase does not extend beyond the Atlantic
Slope (Blanton and Sassaman 1985:23). No absolute date has been
reported for Guilford phase material but a date of 3,400 ± 350
B.C. was obtained from just above the Guilford level at the
Gaston site in North Carolina (Coe 1964:118). Seven of the
specimens excavated during the 1985 fieldwork at 38RD18 were of
quartz, and the eighth was of rhyolite (Table 4, p. 51); 82% of
this type from the site as a whole are of quartz (Table 13, p.
80).
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The Briar Creek lanceolate hafted biface (Michie 1968:76),
which is very similar to a variety of Guilford (Coe 1964: Figure
35A,D,E), is made of Coastal Plain Chert. It may be a separate
type of hafted biface or it may be a contemporary Coastal Plain
variant of the Guilford type, since the Guilford type is almost
nonexistent in the Coastal Plain (Charles, personal communication
1986). Nine of the 14 Briar Creek specimens from Nipper Creek
are made of quartz. Of the remaining specimens, four are made
from metavolcanic materials and one is of Allendale chert.
t^LA. One specimen (Figure 6G) excavated at 38RD18 was
identified as a MALA hafted biface, although it is made from a
metavolcanic material rather than from thermally altered
Allendale chert. This heavily used specimen possesses deep side
notches and a concave base, and the measurements fall within the
range described by Sassaman (1985:Table 1). No MALAs were found
in the Charles or SCIAA surface collections.
Late Archaic
By 3,000 B.C., there is archaeological evidence of increased
population, more permanent settlements, and more varied tool
assemblages than during the preceding Middle Archaic period. The
Nipper Creek site, however, appears to be less densely occupied
in Late Archaic than during Middle Archaic times.
Savannah River. Throughout the Eastern United States, the
Late Archaic period is characterized by broad-stemmed hafted
bifaces. There appears to be a distinct shift away from the use
of quartz during this phase. Only one of the five Savannah River
hafted bifaces excavated is made of quartz (Table 4, p. 51). For
the site as a whole (Table 13, p. 80), only 10% of the Savannah
Rivers are of quartz and 26% are each made of argillite and
metavolcanic materials. Perforated steatite disk fragments, also
diagnostic of the Late Archaic period were recovered during the
test excavations.
Otarre. First described by Keel (1976:194-196), the Otarre
resembles the Savannah River hafted biface in shape, but is
generally smaller in size, and the stem is formed by removal of
flakes from the blade corner. In contrast to the majority of
Appalachian summit specimens which were made of chert (Keel
1976:194), the one Otarre identified in the excavated material
(Table 4) and the majority of Otarre hafted bifaces at Nipper
Creek (82%) are of quartz (Table 13).
Woodland
Woodland occupation at 38RD18 was documented by the presence
of aboriginal sand-tempered ceramics with several surface
finishes: plain, cord-marked, fabric-impfessed, check-stamped
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and simple-stamped. Only the check-stamped sherds can be
assigned with certainty to a known ceramic type, in this case
Deptford, which was in use during Early to Middle Woodland times
ca. 200 B.cyA.D. 500 (Anderson 1983:32). One sherd from the
Northern Old Field has a large proportion of crushed quartz
particles in the paste, closely
defined by Coe (1964: Figure 26B
resembling the Yadkin ware
Private collections from the Nipper Creek site also contain
sand-tempered pottery as described above. The small stemmed and
triangular points from these surface collections are also
attributed to the Woodland period.
Historic Period
A late eighteenth century-early nineteenth century house
midden was salvaged in 1971 (Appendix A), and ceramics from the
same time range were found in the 1985 auger testing and test
excavations (Conner 1985). Remains of a family burial ground
were also encountered during testing. Three pairs of field
stones spaced approximately a meter apart were tentatively
identified as children's graves.
Fifty meters east of this group was a single slate stone
bearing the inscription "PR/ 1817". Removal of topsoil
revealed that the grave pit outline was probably that of an
adult. This marker is Jio longer at the site, since persons
unknown removed it some time between the end of field work in
September 1985 and April 1986. While "P. R." was not positively
identified, archival research suggests that he was a member of
the Reabensamen (Turnipseed) family who owned land on Nipper
Creek from the 1760s to the 1840s.
Significance
The Nipper Creek site (38RD18) is significant under
Criterion D of the National Register: "... have yielded, or may
be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history." This fall-line site near the Broad River in upper
Richland County contains dense, well-preserved, stratified
Archaic assemblages and indications of Paleoindian assemblages as
well. Artifactual and geological evidence suggests that 38RD18
was occupied fairly continuously during Archaic times
(8,500-2,000 B.C.). Use of the site was slight during the
Woodland period (800 B.C.-A.D. 1000). The Nipper Creek locality
was one of the first areas settled by Europeans in the eighteenth
century (Green 1932:23-26, 31; Colonial Plats 8:419, 9:277).
Because prehistoric sites with clear, well-preserved
stratigraphy are very rare in South Carolina, the Nipper Creek
site can make important contributions to-Southeastern archaeology
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in terms of chronology building, typology, and the definition of
lithic assemblages. The stratified record covering more than
6,000 years of human occupation provides a strong framework for
studying cultural change among extinct hunter-gatherer societies.
Datable quantities of charcoal are present, and the five dates
obtained from the 1985 test excavations range in sequence from
2,100 - 5,640 B.C. (Table 6, p. 64). While too recent when
compared with other Southeastern dates for the same phases, these
dates mark the presence of progressively older prehistoric
cultural levels.
The geological processes at Nipper Creek are also relatively
unique. A colluvial system, which is still dynamic today,
produced the deep sand in which the artifacts at this Piedmont
site are buried, and Nipper Creek is the first colluvially buried
prehistoric site of this kind reported in South Carolina. The
presence of an archaeologically datable colluvial deposit also
provides a unique opportunity to reconstruct variation in soil
movement and buildup related to climatic and floral changes in
the past 12,000 years, including the change from Pleistocene to
Holocene conditions.
Surveys by Ryan (1971b, 1972), Kelly (1972) and Teague
(1979) have identified more than 40 sites with Archaic components
along the lower and central sections of the Broad River, and
other surveys exist for the interriverine area between the Broad
and Catawba-Wateree rivers (Kelly 1972; House and Ballenger 1976)
and the Congaree River south of Columbia (Ryan 1971a; Anderson et
al. 1974; Goodyear 1976). None of these have reported a similar
stratified Archiac- site in a Piedmont geologic context. The
density and variety of artifactual materials and the presence of
carbonized ethno-botanical remains at 38RD18 are highly unusual
for these older time periods in South Carolina. Because
prehistoric sites with clear, well-preserved stratigraphy are
very rare in South Carolina, the Nipper Creek site can make
important contributions to Southeastern archaeology in terms of
chronology building, typology, and the definition of lithic
assemblages.
Research Potential
The primary research value of 38RD18 lies in the information
potential of the dense prehistoric archaeological remains.
Diagnostic artifacts from all known cultural periods in South
Carolina are present, and are particularly abundant for the
Early, Middle, and Late Archaic periods (8,000^2,000 B.C.), In
the area of chronology building and the reconstruction of
cultural history, this site can provide data for the following
specific research questions:
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1. Clarification of the positions of several Middle-Late
Archaic cultures in South Carolina, specifically those
represented by Briar Creek, Guilford, MALA, and Otarre bifaces,
with respect to the currently known Southeastern sequence as
reported by Coe (1964), Broyles (1971) and Chapman (1976).
2. The abundance of stone tools and lithic debris can be
expected to expand our knowledge of tool assemblage content for
different cultural phases, identify specific activities carried
on at the site, and provide a basis for studying diachronic
change in activities and site use.
3. This site exhibits a wide variety of lithic raw
materials, many of them foreign to the Piedmont, with evidence
for differential use of specific materials over time. Analysis
of lithic raw material availability and use can provide important
information on biotic and abiotic resource selection, procurement
strategies, mobility, and curation.
4. An understanding of prehistoric cultures depends upon
knowledge of the range of activities and site types associated
with each phase. Less attention has been devoted to the study of
fall-line sites than Coastal Plain and Piedmont sites. Data from
Nipper Creek can be used to explore differences between the
utilization of these three distinct zones and any potential
ecotonal functions of the fall-line in mobile prehistoric
societies.
5. At a more general theoretical level, the Nipper Creek
site can contribute to understanding processes of change in
prehistoric hunter-gatherer societies. Several models of hunter-
gatherer subsistence and settlement strategies have been proposed
for the Southeast in general and the Carolina Piedmont in
particular. One model (House and Ballenger 1976; Goodyear et al.
1979) proposes that riverine and (upland) interriverine areas
were utilized in different ways for habitation and resource
extraction purposes. An alternative model (Claggett and Cable
1982) hypothesizes that hunter-gatherer strategies were linked to
environmental and climatic changes. Archaeological and
geological data from Nipper Creek can be used to empirically test
these models. Anderson and Schuldenrein (1983) propose that
variability in hunter-gatherer settlement is more a response to
broad, environmental zones at the province level (i.e.. Piedmont,
Coastal Plain) rather than within a given river valley.
6. Finally, 38RD18 has the potential for providing
information about past climates and vegetation as reflected in
changes in sedimentation rates and soil changes. Such
interdisciplinary studies are needed to show how this portion of
the Southeast was affected by the major environmental changes
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Between 1971 when 38RD18 was reported to the South Carolina
Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology (SCIAA) and 1985 when
the work described in this report was carried out, limited
archaeological investigations were conducted at the site. This
previous work included salvage of a colonial house midden, auger
testing, and the surface collection of artifacts.
1971 Salvage Excavation
Traces of a historic house foundation and midden were
uncovered during the removal of topsoil and this location was
investigated by two SCIAA archaeologists, E. Thomas Hemmings and
Richard Polhemus. Sketch maps of their excavations are in the
SCIAA site files. The main trench measured 50 feet (15.24 m)
from east to west and 10 feet (3.05 m) from north to south. The
north trench adjoined it, and measured 18 feet (5.49 m) from east
to west by 10 feet (3.05 m) from north to south. Three features
were recorded (Table A-1).
Feature 1 was situated in the yellow sand 10 feet (3.05 m)
from the western end of the main trench. This feature contained
ten aboriginal sherds and one quartz flake. The sherds were
fabric-impressed and made from a coarse, sand-tempered paste.
Feature 2 was an oval pit measuring 3 feet (.9 m) from west
to east and 5 feet (1.5 m) from northwest to southeast. The pit
was irregular in profile; the west side sloped gradually while
the east wall was nearly vertical. The pit was 1.3 feet (38 cm)
deep and consisted of two layers, one burned. Feature 2
contained animal, bird and fish bones; brick fragments; nails,
harness hardware, and a sheet fragment of pewter; creamware,
pearlware, glass, and kitchenware; straight pins and brass
buttons (Figure A-1).
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Figure A-1. ^♦oodland and historic artifacts.
A: Yadkin series sherd; B: Mississippian
complicated stamped sherd; C: Deptford series sherd;
D-F; Brass buttons; G: Clay pipe fragment; H: Brass
furniture pull; I; Harness hardware; J; Pewter
spoon.
Catalog numbers; A (38RD18-24-4); B (38RD18-20-1);
C (38RD18-78-1); D (38RD18-58; E {38RD18-16);
F (38RD18-17); G (38RD18--60) ; H (38RD18-51);
I (38RD18-21); J (38RD18-32).
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Feature 3 appeared in the north central portion of the main
trench. It contained three creamware sherds, a brick fragment,
and a piece of iron, possibly a barrel hoop fragment.
Two postmolds or pits were noted in the bright yellow sand
in the south central portion of the main trench. One was 10
inches (25.4 cm) deep and held a square nail fragment, while the
other was 6 inches (15.2 cm) deep and included a split animal
long bone.
South's mean ceramic date formula produced a mean occupation
date of 1801.3 for the site. An occupation range of 1780 to 1830
was calculated by the bracketing method (South 1977:225, 260).
All trace of historic occupation is now gone from this portion of
the site, as careful examination of the ground surface in 1985
produced only a few sherds of bottle glass and ceramics.
Auger Tests
Seven auger tests (Table A-2) were made by Tommy Charles of
SCIAA in May 1979, using a 18 cm (8-inch) bucket auger. Soil was
sifted through 6 mm (1/4 inch) mesh and artifacts were recorded
by 15 or 20 cm levels. Test locations were recorded on a sketch
map (SCIAA site files) and are identified here in terms of the
current site map (Figure 5, p. 41). Locations and soil
characteristics are given for each auger test and artifact types
and distributions are summarized in Table A-2.
Auger Test (A.T.) 1 was placed on a remnant of high ground
in the center of the stripped area near A.T. 15. The yellow-
brown mediiam sand changed at a depth of 115 cm to brown medium
sand with a greater clay content. No artifacts were recovered,
and augering stopped at 135 cm.
A.T. 2 was placed west of A.T. 1 on the same ridge of high
ground, in the vicinity of A.T. 50. Yellow-brown medium sand was
observed to a depth of 70 cm when the pit was closed out. No
artifacts were found.
A.T. 3 was placed near A.T. 42 on the high ground between
the stripped area and the Southern Old Field. The yellow-brown
mediiam sand contained flakes, firecracked quartz, and one Morrow
Mountain biface. No artifacts were present below 65 cm and the
testing stopped at 80 cm.
A.T. 4 was located in the woods east of A.T. 3 and near the
southwestern edge of the stripped area. The soil consisted of
dark brown medium sand. Flakes and one fire-cracked rock were
recovered between 30 cm and 105 cm.
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A.T. 5 was placed near A.T. 8 (and Square C) in the Northern
Old Field. The dark brown humus sand lightened in color at a
depth of one meter. This test pit produced the greatest variety
of historic and prehistoric materials: a nail, brick, glass,
ceramics, bone, flakes, and a broken quartz biface. No artifacts
were found below 80 cm and the test terminated at 120 cm.
A.T. 6 was placed in the woods south of the stripped area
and east of A.T. 4. The sand lightened from dark brown humus
with increasing depth. No artifacts were found in the top 20 cm.
Below that, quartz and metavolcanic flakes, one fire-cracked
rock, and a Morrow Mountain biface were recovered, mostly from
the 40-60 cm level.
A.T. 7 was located in the Southern Old Field on the hill
near Datum A and A.T. 25. Brown hiamus sand was tested to a depth
of 120 cm, although artifacts (flakes and one fire-cracked rock)
were present only between 20 and 60 cm.
Surface Collections
Two surface collections were made by SCIAA staff. The first
was made from the general surface in 1971 and contained both
historic and prehistoric materials. The second was made from the
stripped area in 1979 and was composed of prehistoric materials,
with the exception of two ironstone whiteware sherds. Surface
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FCR = Fire-cracked rock
MMtn = Morrow Mountain biface
=== = end of test pit
1 nail, 1 brick, 1 glass. 1 pearlware
1 quartz, 1 argillite, 1 rhyolite, 1 schist
3 quartz, 3 rhyolite, 2 Allendale chert, 1 metasi1tstone
13 quartz, 3 metavo1canic; 1 MV chunk





Artifact Type 1971 1979 1985
Brick s - -
Creamware 8 - -
Pearlware 7 - -
Earthenware 1 - -
Stoneware - - 1
Bottle glass 1-4
Wire nail 1 - -
Kettle fragment 1 - -
Aboriginal sherds 57 1 5
Bifaces
Paleo fluted point - - 1
Woodland Triangular 1 - -
Savannah River 5 2 8
Otarre 1 - 0
Guilford 16 1 6
Morrow Mountain 12 - 7
Notched points 1 2 4
Unidentified; broken 28 13 49
Unifaces 4 12
Flakes 26* 160** 38***
Utilized flakes 12 4
Tools 8# 2## 6###
Fire-cracked rock - 9 -
Metavolcanic chunks - 2 3
* 7 rhyolite; 5 quartz; 3 crystal quarts; 4 argillite;
3 metavolcanic; 2 felsic tuff; 1 chert; 1 Piedmont silicate
** 110 metavolcanic; 39 quartz; 11 chert
*** 11 quartz; 3 crystal quartz; 4 Allendale chert;
7 other chert; 8 rhyolite; 2 argillite; 1 orthoquartzite;
1 welded vitrious tuff; 1 unidentified
# 5 choppers; 1 chopper; 1 metate; 1 atlatl weight
fragment;
## 2 scrapers























































































































































































































































































































































































































































GEOARCHEOLOGY OF THE NIPPER CREEK SITE (38-RD-18)
A STUDY IN LATE PLEISTOCENE AND HOLOCENE COLLUVIUM ACCUMULATION
by D.J. Colquhoun
Department of Geology
University of South Carolina
ABSTRACT
Colluvium is ubiquitous in regional mapping of the Upper Coastal
Plain in the Southeastern United States, and generally is of
unknown age, limited only by the Cretaceous and Tertiary strata
over which it is draped. Site 38-RD-18 lies in the adjacent
Piedmont Province, and because of an unusual setting with respect
to country rock type and proximity to a nearby site which has
yielded pollen spectra through coincident late Pleistocene and
Holocene time including the site's human occupation, the site
provides an explanation of the source of colluvium, its time of
formation and its rate of accumulation. Textural study of the
colluvium stratigraphy indicates Man's first occupation of the
region, and the intensity of his exploitation of the surrounding
site area.
REGIONAL GEOLOGY
The Nipper Creek area lies within the Carolina Slate Belt of
the Piedmont Province of South Carolina, near the common
intersection of the Columbia North, Irmo, Irmo NE and Richtex 7
1/2 minute topographic map quadrangles. The area has been
regionally mapped by Secor (written information, 1985) and by
U.S.C. graduate students in the 1950's and 1960's. Country rock
in the area consists of early Paleozoic slates, argillites,
meta-argillites and schists which have been intruded by late
Paleozoic granites. Numerous quartz veins can be observed
cutting both the metasediments and the granites. Both the
metasediments and the granites are weathered to saprolite to
thicknesses on the order of up to ten or more meters. The
weathering has reduced the original granite feldspathic minerals
to kaolinitic clays and also altered most of the minor trace
ferro-magnesian minerals to soluble products which have been
removed from the system.
The topography of the area is mature, consisting of hills up
to 350 feet (ca. 106 m.) a.s.l. in the vicinity of the Broad
River and dendritic valleys to elevations as low as 180 feet
(ca. 55 m.) a.s.l. Most of the valleys are "V" shaped with
active stream erosion at distances more than two miles (ca. 3
km.) from the Broad River. Closer to the river, flats occur in
the major creeks which are up to 1000 feet (ca. 300 m.)in width.
In nearly all of these creeks recent incisement seems to be
occurring into these flats, progressing up- valley from the Broad









Figure C-1. Geologic map of the Nipper Creek area
(modified from D.T. Secor written information,
November 18, 1985).
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Sediments are present in the Nipper Creek area (Figure C-1,
after Secor, written information). They occur as sands and as
sands with conspicuous coarse gravels of uncertain age to
elevations as high as 330 feet (ca. 100 m.) a.s.l. They are
alluvial and colluvial in nature, although not commonly
possessing alluvial depositional unit structures. Statewide
mapping (Colquhoun et al., 1983) would place these sands as Late
Tertiary, possibly Miocene or associated with Pliocene alluvial
sediments preserved as terrace deposits in major river valleys.
The sediments occurring in the Nipper Creek Valley flat have
previously been mapped as Quaternary Alluvium, or as Alluvium
undifferentiated as to age. Down stream in the major creek
valleys active incisement into this flat leads to extensive flats
which expand in width adjacent to the Broad River floodplain.
The latter, just below (southeast of) Nipper Creek expands to
over one mile (1.6 kms.) in width from the Broad River Valley
wall to the present river. The floodplain is composed of alluvial
sediments consisting of point bar sands, thalweg gravels and
overbank clay-silts. The floodplain is of Holocene
(undifferentiated) age.
SITE SPECIFIC GEOLOGY
The Nipper Creek Archeologic Site occurs in clean very
porous sands above a large granite pluton which has invaded the
Slate Belt country rock. The contact between the Slate Belt
rocks and the Granite lies approximately one mile east and north
of the site. Fresh granite is presently mined in pit operations
a few hundred yards (meters) from the site at an elevation
approximately 20 feet (ca. 6m.) below the Nipper Creek flat.
Granites exposed in road cuts on hills surrounding the Nipper
Creek Valley are extensively weathered to a saprolite consisting
of mineral quartz grains, kaolin clay and muscovite mica. Quartz
veins up to 1 to 2 inches (2-5 cms.) in width cut the weathered
granite. On hill tops the saprolite is exposed at ground
surface, or is immediately overlain by a Recent weathering
profile (soil profile) which is no more than a few inches (2-5
cms.) thick. Roadcuts and artificial exposures of the granite on
valley walls to Nipper Creek show a thin, becoming thicker with
lower elevation, accumulation of colluvium. The colluvium
consists of a structureless mass of fine and medium -grained
quartz sand (ortho and protoquarzite) lying between the granite
saprolite and the recent weathering profile. The source of the
colluvium is the weathered granite saprolite. Resulting from
slow creep, sheetwash and possibly in pre-Holocene and early
Holocene solifluction from the hill tops, the colluvium can be
thought of in terms of slow mass wastage down the slopes to the
gradually accumulating thicknesses towards the valley flat. In
the process, soluble products of the saprolite are carried by the
stream runnoff or through ground water to the Broad River. Clays
are carried in suspension down slope to reach the Broad River
floodplain and eventually the river. Only the quartz sand
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component of the original saprolite is left to slowly accumulate
on the hill sides and to slowly travel to the valley flat. The
larger quartz cobbles and pebbles resulting from the quartz veins
remain at or near the hill tops, accumulating as lag deposits at
ground surface. Evidence of more than one episode of colluvial
accumulation occurs in the area. A zone of consolidated sand is
present approximately half-way up the north slope above the
archeological site which is not part of the current accumulation.
In addition, the Tertiary sands noted above form an additional
source for colluvium.
This process of slow mass-wastage has been, and is still
active in the valley wall and flat portion of Nipper Creek.
Colluvium upslope on the north slope from the archeological site
has been mined for sand which was used at a nearby golf course.
Numerous archeologic sites have been exposed by Recent mass
wastage as hearths, flakes etc. obviously in situ. The process
has been vastly accelerated since land clearing occurred in the
18th and 19th centuries. This is indicated by vastly increased
sedimentation rates as indicated in the table below, and by
active streams incisement into the sand flat adjacent to the site
and downstream toward the Broad River Floodplain. This
incisement is apparently extending up the Nipper Creek Valley
gradually eroding the valley flat deposits, through stream
downcutting and cut bank erosion through meandering. These
observations are generally apparent in many of the streams and
creeks in both the Piedmont and the Upper Coastal in the region.
SITE STRATIGRAPHY
A pit 2.2 meters in depth and approximately 1.5 meters
square was dug adjacent to the site of first archeological
investigation (Square B). Archeological data obtained in that
study indicated discontinuous occupation of the area from ground
surface through approximately -90 cm., at times between the early
1800*s through 10,500 y.b.p. estimated through artifacts. The
positions and estimated age of occupation through artifacts is
shown on Figure C-2.
Walls on the pit were carefully trimmed to a flat surface
and examined for sedimentary depositional structure. Aside from
a surficial plowed zone, underlain by a zone of root penetration
which decreased in number of roots with depth, no structures were
apparent. It was obvious that the section did not result from
normal stream aggradation processes. No point bar cross-bedding
was apparent. No normal structureless clay silts (the product of
overbank deposition in the region) were noted. No gravel or
pebble layers were apparent (the normal product of thalweg
deposits in the region). The face of the excavation consisted of
fine to medium-grained, slightly (trace) clayey sand from the
surface to total depth, with an apparently heavy organic
component at the surface decreasing in amount within the upper
half meter, and absent below one meter. Any structures, if
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Figure C-2. Left column is depth below ground surface
in centimeters. Samples were taken in one centimeter
increments, and analysed every five centimeters.
Additional samples were analysed in intervals where
textural parameters deviated from the norm.
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PEEL CONSTRUCTION
It was decided to obtain a 2X8 foot peel of the southwest
pit wall in hope that penetration of a glyptal-acetone solution
would reveal porosity differences in the massive sand which would
show up as ridges when the solidified peel was washed. The
technique is widely used in revealing structure in beach and
river sand depositional units, but has not been used in examina
tion of colluvial deposits in this area.
The technique consists of spraying the pit wall surface with
a heavy-duty hand garden sprayer filled with a three to one
mixture of acetone and glyptal. The entire surface was thoroughly
saturated. A 2X8 foot piece of plywood one quarter inch in
thickness was sprayed with the glyptal-acetone solution to wet
ness, then covered with cheese cloth. The cloth and the pit
surface was then painted thickly with wood glue which would
remain flexible after solidifying. The cloth surface and the
plywood backing was then braced against the glyptal-acetone pit
surface and the peel left to set overnight. The next morning the
root zone was excavated adjacent to the peel from the surface to
depth. The roots were trimmed and the peel removed for transpor
tation to the U.S.C. Laboratory.
PEEL EXAMINATION
Prior to washing loose sediment from the peel, 10 gram (ca.)
samples were taken at one centimeter intervals from the surface
to total depth. The samples were taken horizontally across the
peel. A dry weight was obtained for each sample. The sample was
then washed and decanted until water remained relatively clear
after 30 seconds. The sample was then dried again and weighed.
The sample was then Rotap shaken through a nest of thirteen
seives (2.80-0.062 mm. diameter), and cumulately weighed. Pan
weight (which was minor) was added to the difference between dry
and washed dry weights. The sand retained on the screens was
cumulatively weighed from coarse toward fine size, calculated at
cumulative percent from 0 towards 100%, and plotted on three
cycle semi-log-probability paper. The 25, 50 and 75th percentile
size in millimeters was picked and the Median Diameter, Sorting
and Skewness Coefficients calculated and plotted as a graph.
Deviations from normal readings were noted and additional one
centimeter increments measured to indicate ranges of change in
common characteristics. The percent silt and clay as indicated by
the difference between unwashed and washed dry weights plus the
weight of any material passing through the 0.062 mm. seive was
plotted. All samples were retrieved and remain retained.
Five samples from depths below ground surface dictated by
interpreted artifact age and estimated sedimentation rate were
obtained for Fourier analysis. The samples were selected with
respect to biome changes in the region as indicated in Watts'
study of the palynology of White Pond, near Pontiac in Richland
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County. (Watts, 1980)
The peel was then washed thoroughly and gently to remove all




Figure C-2 illustrates the medain diameter (50 percentile),
the Coefficient of Sorting (25 percentile/75 percentile) a mea
sure of central tendancy in a normal distribution) and the Skew-
ness Coefficient (25 percentile x 75 percentile/ 50 percentile
squared) (a measure of coarser or finer admixtures in the distri
bution of size grades), of one centimeter sample increments
obtained from the ground surface to total depth. Since over two
hundred samples were taken, it was decided to first measure
increments at 5 centimeter intervals, and then to select
intervening intervals where deviations from the norm became
apparent for additional increment analysis.
1) Median Diameter: (50 percentile size grade)
The Median Diamter varies between 0.29 and 0.45 mms. but
generally lies near .4 mms. from the ground surface to total
depth with little deviation and no noticable trends apparent.
2) Sorting Coefficient: (25 percentile size grade/75 percentile
size grade)
The Sorting Coefficient is more variable. Below the plowed
zone it increases regulary from ca. 1.1 to 1.2 at 50 cms. depth.
From 50 to 85 cms. depth it is variable from 1.2 to over 2.0.
From 85 to 140 cms. it is consistent between 1.1 and 1.2, but
increases between 140 and 155 cms. to 1.4. From 155 cms to depth
the sorting again lies between 1.15 and 1.2 and shows no notice
able trends.
3) Skewness Coefficient: (25 percentile X 75 percentile/ 50
percentile squared)
The Skewness Coefficient is also variable and reflects
changes at similiar depths to the Sorting Coefficent. It lies
close to but below 1 from ground surface to 55 cms. depth.
Between 55 cms. and 85 cms. it is variable to 0.2 indicating a
preponderance of finer admixtures in the samples. From 85 to 140
cms. depth it again remains near 1.0 with no noticeable trends,
but again decreased from 140 to 155 cms. to 0.5 • Below 155 cms.
it remains near 1.0.
4) Percent Silt and Clay of total sample dried:
The weight percentage of silt and clay size material with
respect to total sample dry weight lies in general at less than
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5% in all samples except at 40 cms. and 55-85 cms. where it
increases to over 20% rarely.
Structure Examination
The washed peel after drying, revealed the following
structures and observations.
1) Plow zone;
A sharp boundary between homogenized grey organic color and
more dispersive shades of grey occurs diagonally with depth
across the peel from 20 cms to 30 cms. below ground surface.
2) Large quartz clasts and granules:
Large clasts of quartz, quartzite and lithic fragments
attributable to human activity occur between ground surface and
ca. 70 cms. depth in abundance, and rarely below. Well-rounded
quartz granules, which may be attributable to human activity
through collection or possibly as gizzard stones from human food
products occur between ground surface and rarely to 96 cms.
depth. They are totally absent below 96 cm.
3) Charcoal:
Charcoal pieces generally up to 5 mms. in maximum size occur
abundantly from 35 to 59 cms. below ground surface. They do not
occur below 59 cms. to total depth, although other organics are
rarely noted to ca. 150 cms.
4) Structural Bands:
Faint bands are indicated by subtle changes in color and
possibly minor changes in silt-clay content (not measured) occur
between 43 and 48 and 53 and 92 centimeters below ground surface.
At all other depths structure is absent to eye examination and
the sand appears massive or homogenized. The banding varies in
width from a few mms. to up to two centimeters in thickness. It
is flat, and parallel with the ground surface.
Sedimentation Rates
Tne following sedimentation rates are preliminary, being
based on artifact projected age from other sites in the Southeast
and are yet. to be confirmed by 14C dating on in situ organics
recovered at the site. The depth below ground surface of dated
artifacts is indicated on Figure C-2 as the right column. In
addition, the depth below ground surface of excavation of a grave





























in Late Pleistocene Through Holocene
(1980) studies of White Pond S.C. and Mudd Lake
Florida (1969), both 'highland' sites not affected by coastal
influence or Holocene sea level rise, together with Brown's
(1981) pollen diagrams at Little Salt Springs Fla., a coastal
locality, indicate the following general order of development of
biomes (the highest ecological association of animals and plants
capable of development in a region under given climatic condi
tions). Biomes may be assigned on animal species present, but
are usually classified on plant associations (Kendeigh, 1958).











Great Lakes Forest (Oak, Birch)




The deviations in Coefficient of Sorting,
Skewness and % Silt and Clay of Total Sample
that;
1) More size grades are present; 2) more finer size admixtures
are present; 3) more silt and clay is present from approximately
50 to 85 cms. depth in the peel than from the present through 4-
5000 years b.p. or from ca. 10000 to ca. 15-25000 b.p.
(sedimentation rate estimate). The first deflection correlates
with Biome change in the Midlands as estimated by known and
inferred palynology change, but not with human occupation of the
region. The second ca. 10000 correlates with the appearance of




ture skewness and silt and clay are generally not present in the
colluvium, it, is assumed that they were introduced into the
stratigraphy by mans activity, and probably reflect the intensity
of the occupation. The conclusion is that with the development
of the present Southern Pine Biome near -5000 years the region
was less intensively exploited than from -5000 to 10000 y.b.p.
and within the latter period, it was most extensively exploited
between ca. 5700 and ca. 7000 y.b.p.
The normal condition of colluvium at times when man was not
present is indicated in Figure C-2 below 100 cms. and it is
characterized by a Median Diameter between 0.3 and 0.4 mms., a
Sorting Coefficent between 1.1 and 1.2, a Skewness Coefficient of
1.0, and a silt and clay percentage of 0-5%. Changes beyond
these values indicate finer admixtures and silts and clays being
transported into the environment by other means than normal
colluvium formation processes, and from the activity of man
indicated by his artifacts, show a direct correlation between
these erratic values and man's activities. Presumably man was
carrying these size fractions into the site area from other
regions such as saprolite developed on meta-argillites and other
metasediments or from the Broad River floodplain. Neither of
these sources would normally supply sediment to the site area
through colluvial process. The deflection near 150 cms. is
noteworthy. Either man occupied the site much earlier than gener
ally accepted, or, perhaps other animals congregated in the area
for a significant amount of time.
Peel Examination
Artifacts attributable to man's activity occur between
ground surface and 70 cms. abundantly, or from the present to ca.
-7000 b.p. They occur rarely below that depth as indicated by
smaller quartz shards or rounded granules. They first appear at
-96 cms. or ca. 11000 y.b.p. an estimated absolute limit of man's
activity in this area when he was fashioning tools from available
rocks.
Charcoal, which is assumed to represent hearth fires first
appears near -59 cms. or ca. -5800 y.b.p. It is completely absent
below -59 cms to total depth.
Structural banding is apparent from -43 to -49 and from -53
to -92 cms. or from ca. 3500-4000 and 5000 to 10000 y.b.p. No
correlation of the first depth set is apparent, but the second
seems to coincide with man's occupation during the Deciduous
Forest Biome just after the shift from cooler climates reflected
in the Great Lakes Biome between 12800 and 9550 y.b.p. and to
maintain until the 5000 years b.p. change to the modern flora.
Sedimentation Rates
The influence of European settlement vastly increased
sedimentation rates compared to earlier time. Although not dated
with precision, the sedimentation rate under modern flora
conditions before 5000 y.b.p. appears to be significantly less,
than the rate under the deciduous forest biome. The Great Lakes
forest biome seems to have an intermediate sedimentation rate.
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The causes of these changes may have several origins. Cer
tainly European settlement and deforestation is responsible for
vastly increased sedimentation. The modern forest which first
appeared ca. -5000 y.b.p. may have had longer rainfall periods
and have developed a thicker canopy to hinder soil movement
downslope, in comparison with the earlier deciduous forest which
may have had more seasonal rainfall producing overall somewhat
drier conditions.
SUMMARY
The stratigraphic investigation of the site indicates collu-
vium accumulation is responsible for the preservation of the
insoluble artifacts which were found preserved in order of devel
opment with the oldest near 90 cms. depth and the youngest at
ground surface. The absence of structures in the excavation
indicates that normal alluvial process were not active in the
deposition of sediments and that colluvial processes were domin
ant.
The normal accumlation of colluvium is that of a fine to
medium grained, well-sorted, non-skewed, quartzitic clastic
assemblage of sand sized material with less than 5 percent silt
and clay.
Poorer sorting (greater than 1.2), negative skewness (less
than 1.0), and increased silt and clay (over 5 percent), coin
cides with man's presence in the area, and probably directly with
the intensity of his occupation.
The area was occupied as early as 10000 y.b.p. without ques
tion. The principal occupation occurs in conjuction with a
climate change to oak-pine (southern)deciduous forests and warm
ing climate. The intensity of occupation seems to coincide
largely with the biome development and to decrease drastically
near 5000 y.b.p. with the development of the modern forest in the
Midlands. The area, however, remained occupied by man through to
European settlement, even though not intensively occupied. With
deforestation in the 1800's run-off increased such that Nipper
Creek became rejuvenated, and the sedimentation rate in colluvial
settings increased over 10 orders of magnitude.
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APPENDIX D. AUGER TEST DATA.
DISTRIBUTION OF HISTORIC CERAMICS AND GLASS,









TABLE D-2. DISTRIBUTION OF BRICK FRAGMENTS.


















TABLE D-3. DISTRIBUTION OF NAILS AND METAL FRAGMENTS.














o = other metal
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APPENDIX D. AUGER TEST DATA.
TABLE D-4. DISTRIBUTION OF WOODLAND SHERDS.
Depth South. Old Field Woods North. Old Field
0-15 — _ 2a,b
15-30 - - Ic
30-45 - - Id
45-60 - - -
60-75 - - —
75-90 - - la
90-105
a = .plain c = check-stamped
b = burnished d = simple-stamped
TABLE D-5 . DISTRIBUTION OF DAUB.
Depth South Old ]Field Woods North. Old Field
0-15 .1. 3
15-30 - - 7
30-45 - - 4
45-60 - 1 4
60-75 - 1 3
75-90 - - -
90-105
" •
TABLE D--6. FIRE-CRACKED ROCK BY .̂ REA AND WEIGHT (g.).
Depth South. Old 'Field Woods North. Old Field
0-15 22.2 .5 32.0
15-30 236.3 25.6 325.0
30-45 417.4 626.9 576.5
45-60 415.1 74.8 284.1
60-75 242.9 385.0 140.5
75-90 46.7 141.8 11.6
90-105 10.5 3.9 -
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TABLE D-7. DISTRIBUTION OF MUSSEL SHELL.
Depth South. Old Field Woods North. Old Field
0-15 - - 1
15-30 - _ 1
30-45 1-4
45-60 - - -
60-75 112
75-90 - _ 2
90-105 - - 1
TABLE D-8. DISTRIBUTION OF CHARRED HICKORY NUT SHELLS
Depth South. Old Field Woods North. Old Field
0-15
15-30 - _ 3
30-45 - - 2
45-60 - - _
60-75 - 2 -
75-90 . - -
90-105 12-
TABLE D-9. DISTRIBUTION OF WOOD CHARCOAL.
Depth Soutli. Old Field Woods North. Old Field
0-15
15-30 2 - -
30-45 1 - _
45-60 - - 1
60-75 - - 1
75-90 1-2
90-105 2 - -
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TABLE D-10. TOTAL NUMBER OF FLAKES FROM OLD FIELDS







Quartz 8 13 49 79 65 15
Argillite 2 4 9 33 20 10
Rhyolite 2 3 21 6 2 3
M-volcanic 2 - 2 6 6 6
Fels. Tuff - 1 - 13 2 -
Crystal Q. - - 1 1 1 2
All. Chert - - 1 1 2 -
Blue Chert - 1 2 - - -
OrthoQuartz,• "" - - 1 - -
TOTAL 14 22 85 140 98 36
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TABLE D-11. DISTRIBUTION OF QUARTZ FLAKES.


























TABLE D-12. DISTRIBUTION OF ARGILLITE FLAKES.
Depth South. Old Field Woods North. Old Field
0-15 1 - 1
15-30 1 - 3
30-45 1 - 8
45-60 3 6 24
60-75 - 7 13
75-90 1 1 • 6
90-105 - 2 -
TABLE 13. DISTRIBUTION OF RHYOLITE FLAKES.

















APPENDIX D. AUGER TEST DATA.
TABLE D-14. DISTRIBUTION OF METAVOLCANIC FLAKES.
Depth South. Old Field Woqds North. Old Field
0-15 - 11
15-30 - - -
30-45 1 - 1
45-60 2 13
60-75 1 3 2
75-90 1 11
90-105 - 2
TABLE D-15. DISTRIBUTION OF FELSIC TUFF FLAKES.
Depth South. Old Field Woods North. Old Field
0-15 _ _ _
15-30 1 - -
30-45 _ _ _
45-60 - - 13
60-75 - - 2
75-90 - _ _
90-105
TABLE D-16. DISTRIBUTION OF CRYSTAL QUARTZ FLAKES.
Depth South. Old Field Woods North. Old Field
0-15 _ _ _
15-30 -
30-45 - - 1
45-60 - - 1
60-75 1 - -
75-90 1 - -
90-105 - 1 -
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TABLE D-17. DISTRIBUTION OF ALLENDALE CHERT FLAKES.
Depth South. Old Field Woods North. Old Field
0-15 - - _
15-30 - - _
30-45 - 1 _
45-60 - _ 1
60-75 - 1 1
75-90 - - _
90-105 - - _
TABLE D-18. DISTRIBUTION OF BLUE CHERT FLAKES.
Depth South. Old Field Woods North. Old Field
0-15 - - -
15-30 - - 1
30-45 - . . - 2
45-60 -
60-75 - - -
75-90 - - - •
90-105
TABLE D-19. DISTRIBUTION OF ORTHOQUARTZITE FLAKES.
Depth South. Old Field Woods North. Old Field
0-15 -
15-30 - - - •
30-45 - - -
45-60 - 1 -
60-75 - - -




FEATURES AT NIPPER CREEK (38RD18)
A total of 23 features were recorded during field work
(Table E-1). Two features (Nos. 15 and 22) were historic burial
plots. A large surface scatter was divided into its major
concentrations (Features 3, 4, 5). The remaining features were
excavated from Square A (N=9), Square B (N=8), and Square C
(N=l).
Small amounts of charcoal and even bone were associated with
most of the features in the excavation units. Only Features 3,
1, 8, and 23 exhibited any visible staining or soil color change.
Feature 7 was a plow scar, and Features 8 and 23 were identified
as tree roots.
Most of the features (Features 1-6, 9-14, 18, 21) were
interpreted as hearths. Three of the remaining features
(Features 16, 17, 19) were interpreted as lithic manufacture or
work areas, while Feature 20 possessed characteristics of both a
hearth and tool utilization area.
FEATURE 1 (Square A, Level E)
This 40 X 50 cm feature in the northwest quadrant of Square
A consisted of a concentration of eight fire-cracked metavolcanic
and quartz rocks, an oval granite cobble, a pyramid-shaped
granite chunk with an abraded area near the apex, and a single
quartz thinning flake. The base of this feature was 44-50 cm
below ground level. This feature had an east/west linear
orientation and may represent a hearth remnant. A small amount
of charcoal was recovered from a soil sample processed by
flotation.
FEATURE 2 (Square A, Level E)
Two fire-cracked metavolcanic rocks were associated with a
biface preform in the northeast quadrant of Square A at a depth
of 53-55 cm below datum. This feature may represent a hearth, as
small flecks of charcoal were visible in the soil.
FEATURE 3 (Surface)
An extensive lithic scatter was observed in the area of the
site which had been previously stripped of sand (Figure E-l, p.
128). This scatter contained three concentrations of fire-
cracked rocks, chunks and flakes. This entire surface scatter
(Features 3, 4, 5) appears to. be a deflated hearth or hearths.
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1 Hearth Sq. A-E 40x50 cm 44-50 cm
2 Hearth Sq. A-E 20x25 cm 53-55 cm
3 Hearth Surface 160x250 cm 0-
4 Hearth Surface 180x190 cm 0-3 cm
5 Hearth Surface 90x180 cm 0-3 cm
6 Hearth Sq. A-F 45x50 cm 59-62 cm
7 Plowscar Sq. B-C 20x120 cm 30-40 cm
8 Tree root Sq. B-C 20x30 cm 30-120 cm
9 Hearth Sq. A-G 35x40 cm 69-74 cm
10 Hearth Sq. A-G 25x30 cm 68x75 cm
11 Hearth Sq. A-G 40x45 cm 74-75 cm
12 Hearth Sq. A-G 10x15 cm 70-75 cm
13 Hearth Sq. B-E 20x55 cm 40-57 cm
14 Hearth Sq. B-E 30x30 cm 40-50 cm
15 Grave Woods 17x44 cm
16 Work Area Sq. A-1 20x30 cm 81-88 cm
17 Work Area Sq. A-1 25x25 cm 81-85 cm
18 Hearth Sq. B-F 30x30 cm 51-52.5 cm
19 Work Area Sq. B-G 30x95 cm 64-66 cm
20 Hearth/
Work Area
Sq. B-G 75x75 cm 65-69 cm





Tree root Sq. C-G 33x60 cm 58-95 cm
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Figure E-1. Features 3-5, surface lithic scatter.
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Feature 3 designates the eastern concentration, which
covered an area of approximately 160 x 250 cm. A quartz Morrow
Mountain biface was located along one edge of the feature and a
nearby Savannah River biface of rhyolite also could have been
associated with Feature 3.
After artifacts larger than 2 cm were mapped, the surface
was scraped, revealing an oval outline of darker soil. A
Guilford biface and six metavolcanic flakes were found outside
this oval. The darker area was bisected, and the matrix
contained large quantities of charcoal and quartz and
metavolcanic flakes. The pit was approximately 32 cm deep, and
contracted slightly from a diameter of 80 cm at the top to a
flat, shallow bottom.
FEATURE (Surface)
This lithic concentration of fire-cracked rock, flakes and
chunks was the central portion of a larger surface scatter (see
Features 3 and 5) and covered an area of approximately 180 x 190
cm. Feature 4 consisted of 95 fire-cracked rocks, one
metavolcanic chunk, one quartz hammerstone, and 18 flakes.
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The surface was scraped after mapping artifacts larger than
2 cm. An additional 45 fire-cracked rocks and one rhyolite
thinning flake were recovered immediately below the surface. No
charcoal was observed, and no color change was visible in the
hard-packed subsurface soil. The large quantity of fire-cracked
rock (8013.6 g) suggests that this feature was a hearth.
FEATURE 5 (Surface)
This concentration of fire-cracked rocks, chunks and flakes
is the western portion of a larger surface scatter and covered an
area of 90 x 180 cm. Three chunks, two flakes, and 21 fire-
cracked rocks were recovered. Scraping the surface revealed one
quartz chunk and an additional metavolcanic flake. No charcoal
or change in soil color was noted.
FEATURE 6 (Square A, Level F)
Feature 6 covered an area of 45 x 50 cm in the northwest
quadrant of Square A and consisted of seven firecracked rocks, a
Guilford biface base and three thinning flakes. One of the fire-
cracked metavolcanic rocks appears to be a grindstone fragment.
The quartz biface base and thinning flakes were mapped at depths
of 59-60 cm, while the fire-cracked rocks were 59-62 cm below
datum. Flecks of charcoal were present in a soil sample
processed by flotation, but no soil change or staining was noted.
This feature is tentatively identified as a hearth.
FEATURE 7 (Square B, Level C)
A linear stain.of dark soil (20 x 120 cm and oriented from
southeast to northwest), was encountered at a depth of 30 cm in
Square B. No artifacts were associated with this feature, which
was identified as a plow scar.
FEATURE 8 (Square B, Level C)
A dark soil discoloration, 20 x 30 cm, appeared just below
the plow zone in the southwest corner of Square B. This dark
soil contained flecks of charcoal and quartz and metavolcanic
flakes. Flotation of soil samples from Levels D and E yielded
hickory nut shells and small charcoal fragments. Feature 8
remained visible to a depth of 120 cm, and was identified as a
tree tap root.
FEATURE 9 (Square A, Level G)
Four fire-cracked quartz rocks and one metavolcanic cobble
formed an oval approximately 35 x 40 cm in the southwest quadrant
of Square A. These artifacts were mapped at depths of 69-74 cm.
No stain or soil color change was visible, although charcoal was
recovered by floation of a soil sample. Feature 9 is interpreted
as a hearth.
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FEATURE (Square A, Level G)
Four fire-cracked quartz rocks and one quartz cobblestone in
the southeast corner of Square A constituted this feature. The
quartz cobblestone may not be a part of this feature, since it
was located 15 cm from the fire-cracked rocks, and 75 cm below
datum; the fire-cracked rocks were more closely aligned and their
depths ranged from 68-70 cm. Charcoal was present, and the
feature appears to be a hearth.
FEATURE 11 (Square A, Level G)
This cluster consists of two fire-cracked quartz cobbles,
four reddened metavolcanic rocks, and two other quartz chunks
which appear to be flake cores. Feature 11 covered an area of 40
X 45 cm in the southeastern quadrant of Square A, and 74-75 cm.
Small fragments of bone and charcoal were recovered in a soil
sample processed by flotation, but no soil change was visible.
This feature is believed to be a hearth.
FEATURE 12 (Square A, Level G)
This feature occupied an area of 10 x 15 cm in the northwest
quadrant of Square A. It consisted of two fire-cracked rocks
plotted at depths of 70 cm and 75 cm below ground level. A small
amount of charcoal was present despite a lack of change in soil
color, and this feature is interpreted as a hearth.
FEATURE 13 (Square B, Levels E and F)
Six fire-cracked rocks, generally oriented in a north-south
line 20 x 55 cm, were observed along the western edge of Square
B. This cluster was given a feature designation because of its
association with a fairly large (.5 g) bone fragment.
Although a purposeful grouping was not readily apparent.
Feature 13 continued into the next level. At depths of 53-57 cm,
the feature covered an area of 50 x 30 cm and contained 39 fire-
cracked rock fragments, an argillite biface fragment, and flakes
of four different lithic materials. Soil samples from both
levels contained small amounts of charcoal. The feature was
interpreted as a hearth.
FEATURE lA (Square B, Level E)
Feature 14 contained two fire-cracked quartz rocks (one a
cobble showing signs of battering), a granite biface, and a
metavolcanic flake. Horizontally, these artifacts formed a
cluster, 30 cm in diameter, in the center of Square B. Tiny
fragments of charcoal and bone were recovered by floation, and
this feature is interpreted as a hearth.
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FEATURE 15 (Woods)
An early nineteenth century burial plot in the woods was
marked by a banded slate headstone, bearing a worn two-line
inscription, "PR/ 1817" (Figure E-2, p. 132). This irregularly
shaped stone (46-62 cm long, ca, 29 cm wide, 3 cm thick) is
visibly curved when viewed from above, and the inscription is on
the concave face of the stone. When initially recorded, only
14-16 cm of this marker were visible above the ground. The front
of the stone was uncovered in order to determine its dimensions
and record the entire inscription. This tombstone is no longer
on the site, as it was taken by persons unknown some time prior
to April 1986.
Approximately 20-30 cm of humus and soil were removed from
the burial area to reveal the dimensions of the grave pit. The
pit outline began 28 cm from the west end and 24 cm from the east
end of the gravestone. This orientation suggests the marker may
have been placed after the interrment. The grave pit measured 84
cm in length, and a width varying from 30-44 cm. These
dimensions suggest an adult burial.
It has not been possible to establish conclusively the
identity of the individual buried here. It is known that members
of the Reabensamen (Turnipseed) family owned land on Nipper Creek
as early as 1754 and as late as 1842. Because of the many
variations of the German family name and its subsequent
transformation into English, "P.R." may appear in the records as
a Turnipseed. It is possible to eliminate Beat Turnipseed, whose
will was probated on October 24, 1782. His will was marked "Peat
Reapsamen of Cedar Creek on Broad River" by the clerk (Andrea
n.d.) and he may be identical with the Pott Rafeson who owned
land on Kennerley's Branch in 1768. Another possibility is
Pat(rick) Repson, who received land grants on Nipper Creek in
1768 and 1769, and for whom no death date has been located.
FEATURE 16 (Square A, Level I)
This feature consisted of a Taylor/Palmer biface, two
unifaces, and two flakes. All were of quartz, with the exception
of one rhyolite thinning flake. The two unifaces were located at
depths of 81 cm and 84 cm; the flakes at 83 cm and 88 cm; and the
Taylor/Palmer point at a depth of 86 cm. No soil change was
noted, although a small amount of charcoal was present. A sample
was taken for flotation. This grouping of artifacts may
represent the locus of a processing or retooling area.
FEATURE 12, (Square A, Level I)
A flat metavolcanic slab (18 x 9 x 3.5 cm) was associated
with quartz debitage in the northwest quadrant of Square A. A
possible abraded area is present on one edge of the slab, but
there is no evidence that it was used as an anvil or grindstone.
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The quartz debitage around and beneath the slab consisted of
three thinning flakes, one chunk, and one flake core. A small
amount of bone and charcoal were present, but tool manufacture
appears to be the most likely activity associated with this
feature.
FEATURE (Square B, Level F)
This cluster of six fire-cracked rocks and one rhyolite
thinning flake in the northeast corner of Square B. All but one
rock rested on a surface 51-52.5 cm below ground level, with the
exception at a depth of 58 cm. A few small, decayed bone
fragments were visible, and both bone and charcoal were recovered
from a flotation sample. This feature is interpreted as a
hearth.
FEATURE 19 (Square B, Level G)
This feature consists of six Morrow Mountain biface
fragments and one uniface, covering an area of 35 x 90 cm in a
northeast/southwest line near the center of Square B. All
artifacts were at depths of 64-67 cm below the ground surface.
Several orientations were observed; lying flat, flat but tilted,
and on one side. Charcoal and charred hickory nut shells were
recovered from a soil sample by flotation, but the absence of
fire-cracked rock suggests this feature was a work area, possibly
involving retooling.
FEATURE 20 (Square B, Level G)
Three Morrow Mountain bifaces were associated with a dense
concentration of fire-cracked rock, chunks, and flakes covering
an area 75 cm in diameter in the northwest quadrant of Square B.
The three bifaces were made pf quartz; one complete specimen and
a base were at a depth of 65 cm and the third, lying flat but
with the base tilted down, was at a depth of 69 cm. Chunks of
granite, argillite and schist were present, as well as flakes of
quartz, argillite, hematite, and one flake of an unidentified
material. This feature could be a hearth, but the presence of
bifaces and debitage suggests a lithic manufacture or retooling
area.
FEATURE 21 (Square B, Level H)
This feature consists of two concentrations of fire-cracked
quartz within an area of 20 x 65 cm in the southeast corner of
Square B. One cluster consists of a quartz uniface, two quartz
cobbles, and a fire-cracked quartz rock. A hearth is indicated




Feature No. 22 was assigned to three pairs of fieldstones,
believed to be grave markers. These stones are located in the
woods approximately 50 m from the single slate headstone (Feature
15), and bound an area of 1.63 m x 2.54 m. The field stones are
irregular in shape and size, and lack inscriptions.
The top 20-30 cm of soil was removed from between the two
rows of stones to determine the dimensions of the burial pits.
From the placement of the markers and the size of the grave pits,
it is suggested that three children are buried here. It is hard
to distinguish between the pits of the two eastern graves,
suggesting that they may have been dug at the same time; a single
pit is visible between the two western field stones. Very little
soil contrast existed between grave fill and the surrounding
soil. This greater blurring of pit outlines when compared with
Feature 15 suggests that these burials predate 1817. A Savannah
River biface, an unidentified rhyolite biface, two rhyolite
thinning flakes and two sherds (one plain, one burnished) were
found in the unscreened fill dirt.
FEATURE 23 (Square C, Level G)
A semicircular area, slightly . darker in color than the
surrounding soil, was observed at a depth of 58 cm below ground
level in Square C. Slightly convex at the top, this uniformly
gray stain was measured for a distance of 60 cm along the south
wall of Square C and extended 33 cm into the square. At 95 cm
below ground surface, the stain diffused into an indefinite
bottom with small stains suggestive of burned roots. Soil from
this feature was screened separately, and a small quantity of
charcoal was recovered. It was concluded that this feature was
probably a tree-stump, and was not a cultural feature.
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